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Abstract

Nonlinear dynamics manifests itself in a number of phenomena in both laboratory and
day to day dealings. However, little attention was being paid to this dynamically rich
field. With the advent of high speed computers with visual graphics, the field has
proliferated over past few years. One of the most rewarding realization from nonlinear
dynamics is the universally acclaimed field of chaos. Chaos has brought in order and has
broken the disciplinary boundaries that existed until recently. With its universal
phenomena, almost all disciplines following an evolutionary character can be treated on
same footing. Chaotic dynamics has its grounding in the multidisciplinary field of
synergetics founded by Professor Hermann Haken.

In this report, we address some of the basics related to the field of chaos. We hfrve
discussed simple mechanisms for generating chaotic trajectories, ways and means of
characterizing such systems and the manifestation of their signatures in the evolutions.
We have mentioned the links of this field with other existing theories. We have outlined
the topics on bifurcation and stability of dynamical systems. Information theoretic
aspects and notions on fractal geometry are reviewed in the light of dynamical
characterization of chaotic systems. Application oriented views of this novel dynamical
phenomena are discussed through examples on simple nonlinear electronic circuits
and a BWR Reactor. Some ideas relating to control and synchronization in chaptic
systems are also addressed. In conclusion, we have explored the possibilities of
exploiting nonlinear dynamics and chaos in the context of multidisciplinary character of
BARC.
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1. INTRODUCTION

On the dynamical front, Nonlinear dynamics has assumed sizeable proportions. In the
last two decades, chaos theory, an off-shoot from nonlinear dynamical processes has
almost revolutionized the existing paradigms and has evolved as a new frontier, wrjich
has proliferated in all disciplines where time evolution processes are involved. New
phenomena have been predicted, many of them being experimentally realized. Chaptic
processes have violated some of the earlier notions of dynamics and requires a novel
way of looking at it.

Although it had a beginning in physics, it has now proliferated in all branches of science.
It has been able to take up issues concerning sociology and economics also. This
field is strongly associated with the contemporary field of synergetics' (largely-
developed by Hakeri) where cooperation of subsystems (individuals) results in a sysjem
which has certain functional capabilities with a definite purpose and in no way it
resembles the individual subsystems. Thus macroscopically, we have an altogether
different system. Examples are Humans, laser systems etc.

What is so special about chaotic systems ?

Linear systems have well defined unique solutions (evolutions). However, a nonlinear
system admits multiple solutions; thereby providing multiple scenarios of behavipur.
These systems have regular behaviour under certain parametric consideration. Under
other parametric situations, the system may exhibit apparently random, aperiodic
behaviour which is synonym with a stochastic description. In simple terms, chaotic
behaviour is an attribute of a nonlinear system. The mechanism of chaos is now fajrly
well understood.

In earlier days, an observation of random looking data in experiments was
dismissed as noise because nobody was aware of chaos lurking in certain parametric
zones associated with the physical problem. However, in present times, when confronted
with any evolutionary system the rule of the thumb is test the data for chaotic origin.
Nonlinearity is more of a rule than exception, and one has to give due consideration for it.

In stochastic systems it is true that the noise creeps in the system because a large
number of variables may not be participating in the system or by way of
measurement processes. They are effectively eliminated by averaging processes.
However, these effects react to the system in terms of noise. Chaotic behaviour cannot
be attributed to the large number of neglected variables. This is evident from the simple
fact that , we do observe complex behaviour emanating from the simplest of dynamical
systems2(e.g. non-linear one-dunensibnaTmaps). In contrast, we observe simple coherent
behaviour emanating by cooperative nature of individual subsystems in synergetics e.g.
Lasers.

There are subtle features associated with both chaotic and synergetic systems.



# Principle of Reductionism is operative in both chaotic and synergetic systems.
Although a system may require a large number of variables to begin with, eventually the
asymptotic dynamics may be governed by only a few variables (situation similar to order

parameters in phase transition, slow variables carry on the dynamics while the fast
ones die out fast).

# Universal features: systems in many different disciplines may be analyzed on the s^rne
mathematical footing, only interpretation may require a discipline oriented approach.

# An important issue concerning chaos is the fact that this behaviour ensues from a
deterministic set of equations. There is no element of stochasticity entering any where in
the governing set of equations (neither through parameter nor otherwise). A relevant
question : what makes the system random looking in the longtime limit, and how
reliable the system is from the point of view of predictability ?

Since earlier times, the attempt has been to predict future from the knowledge of the
past and present. However, this is no longer true with the advent of chaos in the field, of
dynamics. This has to do with the fundamental problem of measurement (which has been
creating problems in quantum mechanics, albeit in a different context) in classical capes.
This issue was overlooked for a long time and it probably didn't show up for the simple
reason that wehaveavery callous attitude of ignoring noisy data and we often adopt the
policy of linearize and analyze the problem for want of beautiful and closed form
analytical solutions. But for powerful computers arriving on the scene, these facts wquld
be still under carpet of ignorance. Computational speeds , graphical displays have made
the analysis easy to comprehend.

Henry Poincare had already cautioned about the significant role the nonlinearity wquld
play in the dynamics. He had perceived all these aspects in his studies on three body
celestial dynamics. He had even devised geometrical methods of analyzing the equations.
Given the present day computing machines he would have perhaps discovered chaos
and fractal geometry, a century ago. In spite of many attempts on nonlinear studies by
mathematicians like Poincare, Lyapunov, Duffing, Van der Pol, These dynamical
behaviours never got crystallized before the eyes of the beholders. Computers of the latter
part of this century clicked the issue and chaos proliferated like a wild forest fire (this in
itself is a nonlinear phenomena) in eveiy nook and corner. It has become a part and
parcel of any nonlinear system. Chaos and nonlinear dynamics has now left the shelves
of academicians and laboratory experiments and has occupied dignified frontiers in
science and technology. New methods are evolving to characterize such systems.

Having realized that such a behaviour exists and is part and parcel of any activity , be
it in engineering , biology, medicine, social trends, econometrics, physics, chemistry or
any natural phenomena, What next?

Until recently, a sizeable portion of scientists and engineers had a skeptic view of this
feature of the dynamics and this type of evolutionary trend was branded useless and
attitude was to avoid it, which was always possible. This is so because there are windows
of parameters which do exhibit regular behaviours. However, by so doing we are
sacrificing a potentially rich domain of multiple behaviours possible under certain other
parametric windows. Are there any possibilities of exploring these forbidden regimes?



Yes ,they are indeed possible. The answer lies in the definition of chaos. One of the
defining features of chaos is that it is an ergodic behaviour. This amounts to saying that
a point in state space is visited arbitrarily often in its dynamical wanderings. This leads
to a mixing effect. If one were to envisage a piece of fluid moving dynamically under
chaotic parameters we can expect a thorough mixing of fluid under such circumstances.
This situation (turbulent) in chaos is therefore a welcome idea in thermal hydraulics'
where for instance one may be interested in good heat transfer properties of fluid. Here
chaos is identified with turbulence of temporal kind. Other example could be
combustion processes in engines. There a number of examples in human physiology
where the operating dynamics is chaotic and regularity is a pathology. For instapce
epilepsy strikes when the neuronal activity of the brain goes regular. This can be
corrected effectively by introducing chaotic oscillations. Similar situations occur in
fibrillation of the heart (leading eventually to death) which occur under regular
pulsation. On inducing chaotic pulsation normality of relaxation type oscillations can be
achieved. These are some of the positive and potential uses of chaos.

Additional feature contained in the definition of chaotic processes which renders it
the potentially rich multiple behaviour is the collection of unstable periodic orbits. One
can suitably tap these orbits and can exploit it for a better performance of the system
under consideration. However, this order in the midst of complexity was not noticed until
it occurred to E. Oil3 that these infinite unstable periodic orbits embedded in chaotic
zones could be useful. He decided to tame chaos and control the system so as to operate
on one such well defined periodicities. Indeed he was successful and thus came the
concept of control of chaos. The details are supplemented in the report, as to how Jhis
can be effected in practice.

Another feature associated with nonlinear dynamics is the novelty of geometrjcal
description which is markedly different from the usual Euclidean one. One introduces
the notion of fractals. Although a number of natural objects around us follow this
geometry we failed to observe it. Natural objects like coastlines, linings of clouds,
sponges, certain type of vegetation, distribution of bronchia and the net-work of blood
vessels are all examples of fractal geometries. Apart from these objective realities of
fractals we have mathematical fractals in Brownian motion, in the variables defining
certain physiological processes in living objects etc. The fact that certain objects are
fractals or display fractal behaviour may be an inherent necessity of a process. Perhaps
in view of optimization such irregular geometries may be necessary for thorough
exploration: Mandelbrot^ developed" the concepts of Fractal geometry. In trie present
context, it was soon realized that the chaotic description can be adequately explained
using fractal geometries. Fractal behaviour is another feature associated with nonlinear
processes.

A very recent exploitation of chaos has been found" in what is called synchronization5

of chaos. By very definition of a chaotic trajectory, it is difficult to get the same chaotic
behaviour from two almost duplicate nonlinear systems. The slightest deviation in initial
conditions of the two systems leads to widely varying trajectories. This fac}, a
hallmark of chaos is referred to as the sensitivity to initial condition. By suitably
duplicating a stable part of an otherwise chaotic system one can drive the pair by the rest



of the variable of the original chaotic system. This operation leads to perfect
synchronization of chaotic behaviours. This property is very useful in secure
communications. Electronic circuits can be built to achieve this.

Another important application oriented study can be done using available scalar tjme
series'5 from an experimental set up. Using methods of chaotic characterization .one
can investigate the dynamics of such experiments even in the absence of a suitable
model.

In the subsequent chapters we review some of the definitions and concepts which have
evolved in the field of nonlinear dynamics and consequently in the field of Chaos in
particular. We focus our attention on the preliminary attributes of chaotic dynarnics
without going into specific details. We describe the evolution of this new dynamics in
terms of novel definitions and characterizations .

A simple view of dynamical systems theory in terms of first order differential equations is
used to discuss both qualitative and quantitative aspects of a nonlinearly evolving system.
The theory of chaos and nonlinear dynamics is a class by itself and is strongly coupled with
a number of other areas in mathematics. Chart I is a schematic of various links of this
theory with other topics.

Chaotic dynamics essentially is one of the attributes of nonlinearity of an evolving
process. There exists domains of operation in which apart from general nonlinear features
one can expect the richness of chaotic behaviour. As a matter of fact every Natural system
is a store house of such behaviours and in all probability chaos assumes the operating
paradigm in such systems. In view of this there have been attempts to model
laboratory/technological systems nonlinearly so as to harvest the fruits akin to processes of
nature. This latter view has contributed largely in recent years, apart from its intrinsic
academic interest . Although the revolutionary ideas of chaos originated in classical
dynamics, researchers are interested in their manifestations in quantum domains. Th,ere
are ,however debatable issues in this context and quantum chaos or quantum chaology is a
field in itself requiring separate attention.

Chart I summarizes the connection of chaos theory with other existing theories and
indicates their role in understanding , analyzing and characterizing nonlinear and chaotic
evaluations.

Chaos is one of the subtle behaviours of a nonlinear system. It has its intrinsic
academic interest which involve a number of concepts definitions and can be studied from
very elementary nonlinear differential or difference equations. The essential mathematiqs is
embedded in the Dynamical Systems Theory which focuses on the qualitative and
quantitative behaviours of first order differential /difference equations. Following the ideas
of Poincare (First one two identify the richness of nonlinear system behaviour) on the
qualitative description of system behaviour, some geometrical methods have evolved
which provide information without explicitly solving the system. An interesting and useful
fact , rather a dominating factor of a nonlinear system is its capability of producing
multiple equilbrium states unlike linear which sticks on to a unique steady state. How to
realize or avoid a particular state invites the role of stochasticity and stability theory.



Stability is intimately connected with Bifurcation Theory which is a consequence of
unstable behaviour. Mathematics of chaotic systems involves Topological aspects through
Dynamical Systems Theory. The computations of the dynamics is conveniently done
through numerical methods exploiting the utmost capability in terms of high speed
computers and associated graphics. An interested academician may find lot of number
theoretic connections in the solutions of chaotic systems. Hamiltonian systems of classical
mechanics may give rise to such problems associated with what are called KAM theorems,
Integrable and Nonintegrable systems. There is yet another dimension to the mathematics
of chaos. This has Its genesis in the geometry of chaotic dynamics. It embraces the fractal
geometry founded by Mandelbrot. It is the geometry far removed from sharp lines,
triangles , circles. Instead it is the geometry of clouds, mountains, landscapes, coastlines
and natural vegetation.

Chaotic dynamics has lot of revolutionary ingredients for its description and
characterization . Information theory7 based on probabilistic concepts is used" to generate
the signatures of chaos in terms of Fractal Dimensions, Entropies and Multifractal
Spectra. The philosophical approach to chaos can be understood in terms of The
Complexity theory* of Kotmogorov, Chaitin and others. The idea of randomness of a
solution, computability of solutions are some of the issues which assume relevance in the
context of Chaotic behaviours. Algorithmic Complexity theory supports the mechanism of
chaotic evolution. These topics are briefly mentioned in the report. The foregoing
discussion indicates that chaotic dynamics is a subject of profound involvement of various
disciplines.

Although, presently it is difficult to see the complete connection with such complex
domains, in due course of time a detailed unfolded picture may be available which may
provide answers to every conceivable question in this field.

In subsequent chapters we review some of the new definitions and concepts that have
evolved in the field of nonlinear dynamics and consequently in the field of chaos. In Jhis
discussion we focus our attention on the preliminary attributes of chaotic dynamics
without going into specific details. We outline some of the definitions and
characterisations to describe the evolution of this new dynamics. We employ simplestic
views of dynamical systems theory in terms of first order differential equations to
understand qualitative and quantitative aspects of a nonlinearly evolving system.

Chart I is a schematic of how the dynamics of chaos and nonlinearity becomes an
Interactive discipline.
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Chart I : Interaction of Chaotic Theory with Other Existing Theories

: Role of Chaos in Basic and Applied disciplines

In summary we can say that Synergetics , Chaos , Fractals are the paradigms
associated with Nonlinearity of behaviour, be it natural or man-made. For a
thorough understanding of the dynamics of the problem one has to investigate all
aspects inherent to these paradigms.

A brief account on what chaos is about and the associated terminology and to
appreciate the new concepts better we review here some of the notions in the context of
Chaos and nonlinear dynamics.



2. NONUNEAR DYNAMICS AND CHAOS

2.1 DEFINITIONS
Any evolutionary process can be described in terms of equations of motions pertaining

to the variables of the process. A number of features associated with the process can, be
described in terms of the solutions of these equations. We briefly give some of the notion,
definitions in the context of a dynamical process and their representation.

^Dynamics: Mathematical stndy of the way a system changes in-time.

^Dynamical System: System of Equations describing the time evolution of one or
more dependent variables. Equations of motion can be modeled as

; Differential Equations [Flows]
: Difference Equations [Maps]

: Symbol Dynamics

•^Deterministic Equations: These are equations of motion without any random
elements and for which formal existence and uniqueness theorems guarantee that once the
initial and boundary conditions are specified the solutions in the past and future are
uniquely determined.

^System of Differential Equations of a Dynamical System :

dXi/dt = fl(Xl,X2,--~--,Xn,A\ 1 = 1 , 2 , . . . , n ; A= Control parameter

Autonomous system qfEqns [No explicit time dependence on R.H tS]

^Linear operation: CJ[of(t) + fig(t)] = aOf(t)+ fi$t), O)& a linear operator.

Here superposition principle is satisfied by solutipns
^Non-linear operation: Superposition principle is not satisfied bysoluttpns.

Assume Solutions: Xt = {

|.jy(O)j"rt set oFn initial constants

f s at least once continuously diffcrcnttable

"¥; 's differentiable w.r.t / & initial"data Jf, (©)•>.

X (/) = [ Xt, X2, , l j ' 5 point fn w-dtm phase space [a state of the dynamical-

system t]

X(/) traces out a curve in the phase space.

At each point

V(t) = [xv,xi, >XX = [ / u / c Jnf is tangent to this curve.

Set of all tangent vectors : Flow Field



Dynamics = Flow in phase space

X

x1
Figure 2.1 : Flow in Two-Dimensional Phase Space

Propagation of Uncertainty In Initial data

Figure 2.2 . Propagation of Initial Uncertainty volume in phase space with time

Dynamical System in n-dimensional Phase Space

Consider a small volume element dnfTf= Sics(t)Stc2{ry &„(') <Xl(O):uncertainty.

in our knowledge of initial data X(0)". Each point X(0^ e the initial volume ekmenL



SD{0) evolves into a new point X(r) in the volume element

<X2(0):uncertainty represented by points afr/=0

SQ(t):uncertainty represented by points at /

Change in volume element In time t

dD(t) = J(t )<5n(0) y(/^:Jacobian Determinant

SQ(() = [V. V(t)]sn(t) Viff rvetocity vector

Sources <£ Sinks in the System => Rate of change of Phase-space volume.

Conservative System

V V = 0 ^> |./(/)f = |./(b)|"= r [Uouvitte Theorem/

HamilUmian System: V. V — ̂  ^^L / §q.. +&p~ ISp^ L = 0
»=i L J

Wote .Definition of conservative system valid for discrete maps

for which Hamiltonian is not defined.

Dissipative System

Remarks: V.Vis obtained directly from the equations of motfon.
Conservative/Dissipative nature can be determined without any prior knowledge of
solution.

Study of Dynamical systems = Equilibrium points, their Stability analysis and the
time evolution of the System in phase space.

What is CHAOS?

Definition of Chaos

is the Irregular, Unpredictable, apparently Random behaviour of Non-linear
Dynamical Systems described mathematically by the Deterministic iterations of non-
linear difference equations or the evolution of non-linear ordinary or partial
differential equations.

Mathematical Definition of Chaos

•&It is the Mixing behaviour exhibited by Dynamical Systems with Positive
Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy or Positive Lyapunov exponent.
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^Concepts from Statistical Mechanics like Ergodicity, Mixing then become
important.

•ft Although, equations describing the evolution of a chaotic Dynamical Sysjem
are fully deterministic the Complexity ensuing from the dynamics calls for a Statistical
description.

^•Statistical Concepts of Ergodic theory therefore constitutes a Natural language to
characterize Chaotic behaviour.

A dynamical system is Ergodic if the system comes arbitrarily close to every possible
point (or state) in the accessible phase space over time.

Ergodic Theorem

•ft Long time Averages of any Physical quantity equals Averages over phase space
w.r.t. a Probability Distribution.

Remarks: Only Ergodicity .not sufficient to account for the complex behaviour of
flows (turbulence).

An illustrative example:

Xn+l=F(Xny=Xn+a Mod t Mapi

Let Xnbz a real number on [0,1] ; add another real number 'a'. Subtract the integer part
of the sum to give Xn^ on [0,1],

Sequence : Xl, X2, • • •: time history of the dynamical variable-X-.

Let Xo is any initial real number & a=p/q be a rational number. After 'q' iterations

Xq = Xo +p (Modl)=

=> Long time behaviour becomes periodic with period '#' [only '^'different vajues
of Xon [0,1] are visited].

The sequence does not come arbitrarily close to every point in phase spjace
=>The map is not Ergodic for rational values of 'a'.

However, if 'a' is irrational : the-time-sequence never repeats. Xn comes arbitrarily
close to every point in [0,1]. Time sequence visits every region of the unit interval with
equal probability. Long time averages equal the spatial averages w.r.t a uniform
probability distribution : P{x)= t on/ft/"/-

=>The system is Ergodic for irrational values of'a'.

Turbulent Flows : approach to equilibrium can be described by a stronger attribute of
Statistical Mechanics — MIXING.

A dynamical system is mixing if the Set of initial conditions confined to a small regjon
spreads throughout the phase space.
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An illustrative example:

Binary Shift map on [0,1].

1 TiL
• /

/

• y

/

/

Figure 2.3 : Binary Shift Map

Map2

Xn € [0,I]. Multiply it by 2. Subtract the Integer part gives X^ on /ft //.

Initial Xo: the map generates a non-repeatabte time sequence {-*'„}"

O The output sequence is synonymous with random process.
OThe iterates wander over the- entire- phase space- and- come arbitrarily close to
every point: Map is ergodic.

Long time averages = space averages w.r.t. uniform PIX; 1.

Dynamics of individual trajectory of Map2 is much more irregular than that of Map 1.

A set of Red initial conditions on [0,1/4] will eventually lead uniform dispersal on
[0,11 within just 2 iterations. This is what we call Mixing Dynamical system.

Special choice : Xo = 0 or Xo = /?/2*; p,m +ve integers leads to a periodic

sequence [Note: such a set ofIC 's is of measure zero].

•Algorithmic Complexity; Coinputability of Chaotic Oijbits
To illustrate these concepts we again invite Map2 given by

with its solution : Xn+l = 2" J

Let Xobe represented by a string of binary digits:

e.g Xo= 0.1110000100110111
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Subsequent iterates are obtained by shifting the binary point to the right of the
representation and dropping the integer part.

EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS & DETERMINISM of the solution are meaningful
entities iff Xo is specified by some experiment/theory.

The crux of the problem : It is humanly impossible to measure or compute the binary
digit string for X in general!!

Given the fact that XO,X'Odiffer only after say their w^digit dn, this difference gets

amplified under the above shift map. This introduces the concept Sensitivity to IC
and thereby rendering the future course of the system unpredictable. The map is
Deterministic: How come all its orbits are chaotic?

Each binary digit carries one bit of Information implies W bits binary sequence provides
n bits of Information.

Suppose we specify Xo to say One bit accuracy and we demand again One bit accuracy

in all subsequent iterates Xn.

The nature of our Algorithm requires that we have to add one extra bit (as an input) to
Xo for each additional iterate Xn(one~ bit output information) wc-geneyate.

Essentially Our Output Information = Our Input Information

"•Our Algorithm-does not€ompute U ft~onry Copies !!!
"^Chaotic Orbit so computed" rs'rts owrr computer!!

One knows Oneself b^st!!
This is the essence of what we call Algorithmic Complexity.

Randomness of a given n-digit sequence:

Quite often the digits in a sequence may be correlated.

•• Information content in this /r-digit Sequence may be~ expressibie-by a much Shorter
Sequence (or by a Code/program). Information is compressible.

Complexity £(n> of an «-digit Sequence
1—

Definition: The integer bit length of the shortest computer program that can print the
given sequence of w-digits.

O Complexity K^ of the sequence of all 1 Ts:

A minimal program necessary :" PRINT 1, n TIMES "

The bit length of this program vs = fog-2 n for htrge n

[For any sequence calculated by repeating a finite computer algorithm its
Complexity is = log2 n for n large]
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©Complexity K(n) of an n-digit sequence •{£*}' can never exceed '*' appreciably.
This sequence can always be produced by a program :

" PRINT S,, S2, • • •, S^,", which contains n bits for large n.

Therefore the definition of Complexity -> A w-digit sequence with maximum
complexity cannot be calculated by any Algorithm of bit length smaller than the bit
length of the sequence itself!!

•4 Information content in a sequence of Maximum Complexity is irreducible and the
only way to specify it is the copy of the sequence.

-> Maximally Complex Sequences :Incalcutebtef"Unpiedictable!f ^RANDOM!!!

On the Randomness of Sequence of Iterates on the unit interval

0.5
Binary representation- fef Xo eteariy shows- fchat- iterates fa& m the- i-eeH- «

depending on whether its first digit to the right of the binary point is '0 ' or ' / '
[ e.g. 0.01110 eZ, & 0.1110-e^-J:

Sequence of iterates has same Random properties as successive tosses of a fair cpin.

Consider an arbitrary sequence of coin tosses: HTTHTHTTTTHHTHT

Note: This sequence can always be reproduced from a binary shift map by suitably
choosing Xobecause Xn =dndn+ldn+2--- correspond to- Hh or T depending-, on
whetherdn — d- or 1.

Therefore any Arbitrary Sequence of Heads Or Tails = some Xo.

The Set of all Xo 's is a set of digit strings which is one-to-one with the Set of all Coin

Toss sequences.

O Digit string in the binary representation of Xo is as Random as a CotmToss sequence.

O All Xo digit strings are tnriy random : cannot be deterministicattypredicted

either by experiment or computed by theory.

The deterministic Algorithm simply converts (transforms) randomness of Xo to

# Some remarks on Chaotic and Random Sequences:

Successive terms in a random sequence are governed by a definite probability
distribution. However, they are not completely determined. Appearance of a head or tail
on coin tossing provides a simple illustration. We know for sure that that the probability of
either case is 0.5. However, the result of the next tossing is not at all known. In fact we
may find heads appearing many times before a tail appears or vice-versa.
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In chaotic sequences each successive term is uniquely determined by the preceding term
(or two or more preceding ones) and in this sense it is fully determinate. However, a
chaotic sequence is completely aperiodic. Long term behaviour of a chaotic system is not
predictable.

2.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF CHAOS

Characterization of chaotic system essentially follows from extreme sensitivity to
initial conditions. Two initially, arbitrarily close trajectories diverge at an exponential
rate. A simple invariant describing the character of the dynamical system is referred to
as the Lyapunov exponent. Local instability is defined in terms of Average Lyapunov
exponent.

\
\

\ .^-"G. I . Trajecto

Figure 2.4 : Two Neighbouring Trajectories Exhibiting Exponential Divergence

Suppose we have close initial conditions: X0,Yo ^>do- \XO - Yo\-

In 1 iteration of X^t

\dF/dX\ < 1 :the two trajectories get closer.

\dFjdX\ > 1 :the two trajectories diverge = map2 [exp.divergence^

\dF/dX\ = I :the two trajectories continue to remain same distance apart = mapJ

Measure of the exp. rate of divergence of nearby trajectories: X

( 1 \
Lyapunov exponent X - lim-l—J

For mapl : X = 0
For map2 : X - Iog2 > 0
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Some Remarks on the trajectories of map2

© All trajectories of map2 do not diverge exponentially.
0 Set of rational Xo 's with even denominators generate periodic orbits.

© albeit a set of measure zero compared to aB Re fft,i], they are dense.

© Every subinterval, however small, will always contain one of these periodic orbits.
These trajectories play the role of rocks in a rushing stream around which the other
trajectories wander.

©In the absence of this dense set of periodic points in the Phase space, mere
extreme sensitivity to I.C. is not sufficient to guarantee MIXING, e.g.
Iterations of map2 without Mod 1 would lead to exp. divergence of trajectories
Hence the red points will not be able to spread throughout the accessible space
which now becomes the entire positive real axis. Here the Dynamical systerq is
unstable but not chaotic.

2.3 UNPREDICTABILITY

Extreme sensitivity to IC's leads to impossibility of long-term predictions.

Exponential Divergence of nearby initial conditions results in the exponential growth} of
any errors (however small) with time.

Consider the map : Xm}F(Xn) which generates the sequence Xo -> Xx -» X2 say-

an exact Orbit.

Take a neighbouring 1C : Xo + 8XO. Linearizing the map about the exact orbit we get

-o The error propagation equation:

5Xn =ff^Xn_^8Xn_x (linearized equation)

Thesolutioirr 8X~n = ffffX^ )6Sfo, f «Sfo: mittaf separation-of 2 orbits]

Now Lypunov exponent l~lim—

Relaxation time for total loss of information [ unpredictability sets in] occurs when the
error growth is of the order of the Phase Space
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-* SXn ~ 1

-»n~-\n(SXo)lX

This is the approximate time beyond which the system behaviour is unpr jdictabie!!

We examine the predictability for mapl & map2 by this criterion.

Mapl. Suppose our initial condition is specified to an accuracy of one part in thousand
[SXo =1/1000 = 10~3], then n ~ -lnlO~3 71n2 = 31nlO/ln2 = 3/log102 = 3/3 = 10-

iterations.

After 10 steps the uncertainty grows as large as the PS./#,//.

Using the double precision of computer say one part in 10" , then n ~
-lnl0~18 /In2 = 181nl0/ln?-= rSiog-,02 = 1^:3 = 6^ iterations.

Here predictability lasU upio about 60 iterations.
However, for Mapl we have X =f 0.
We then find for fi\o = 10~3

cuin ~ e ay£u

SXn ~ SXO Error does not j*rt%» !!

-o We car: alwayspredict the future vaktesof" Xn t& the- setme-acem$tcy.
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3. GEOMETRY OF CHAOS : FRACTALS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Chaotic dynamics invites a novel geometric description in terms of what are called
Fractals* (Benoit Mandelbrot}.

Fractals are geometric objects outside the realm of Euclidean Geometry which are
characterized by Non-integer Dimensions. They exhibit a self-similar structure on all
scales. Such strange objects were identified in natural setups e.g. Snow/lakes, Clouds,
Coastlines, Mountain ranges, Turbulence, Structure of lungs and blood vessels,
Branching in trees. These fractal geometries play a significant role in the characterization
of chaotic dynamical processes, fractal dimension is therefore an important attribute of
such a process.

An age old mathematical set : The Cantor's Middle Thirds set constitutes a fractal
object.

The concept of dimension has to be broadened to include fractal geometries associated
with chaotic dynamics.

What is a Dimension ?

The new mathematical definition of dimension must be such as to agree with pur
natural intuition for geometrical objects with integer dimension

Generalized definition of dimension :

* Consider a regular geometrical object, say, A CUBE

* Double its linear size in each spatial direction.

* Now the Volume of this new cube is 8" times the original one: 2^ =F 8 .

* In general for an object of dimension D, increasing its linear size in each spatial
direction / times, its volume is increased by K - l^ times the original.

D = In KI In / [General enough to handle non integer value]

We can therefore define the dimension of a geometrical object in terms of the number of
boxes of uniform size required to cover the object.

Some simple illustrations of the new definition

i)

A Unit Line segment: It contains N(z) - £ l segments each of length, e.
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A Unit Square: if contains^f) = e 2 squares of _side

in)

A ffynt ofCubti ~ rr contains N\sj~ & cubes ofsttls s.

For a Hypercube in phase space of dim D : N(e) oe e &f= X£~

-o Dimension for ^ General Hypercube in phase space of Arbitrary Dimension :

DF = lim
B-+0

[Box Counting techntqtve]
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Typical Objects/Sets with Fractal Dimensions,

(i) Middle Third Cantor Set [Cantor Dust]

Cantor set is of measure zero,

(ii) Koch Curve

In 3

A

= Jim
s->0

lnN(e)
= lim

In22

A

• = rrnT
2«ln2

A continuous curve as «—> oo, nowhere differentiate: a scaling fractal here 1 < Z^ <2.
-* Finite area of the plane is not occupied.

Cantor set on every finite segment of the curve : Self- similar structure.

However, to deal with the non-homogeneous structure of chaotic attractors we use
Generalized Dimensions which use information theoretic ideas. This is discussed in the
latter part of the text.

3.2 COMMENTS ON THE ROLE OF FRACTALS IN SCIENCE AJVD
TECHNOLOGY

Why fractal studies are necessary ?

There are a number of processes in nature which demand fractal description Ofjate
the behaviours of man-made nonlinear dynamical processes exhibiting chaos requires
fractal description for their effective characterization. It is possible to control the
process if one adequately characterizes these new geometry dominating processes. The
aforementioned attributes like fractal dimensions have contributed a lot in
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understanding certain experiments. Here we have a short glimpse of some of the
application oriented aspects of fractals.

[1J Displacement of a fluid in a porous media results in a displacement front. Thus if
the fluid is driven by a fluid of lower viscosity the displacement front becomes
unstable. Displacement using a low-viscosity fluid or gas is mathematically equivalent to
the analysis of kinetics of aggregation processes leading to Fractal growth.

[2] Randomness is an essential ingredient of all natural phenomena. We have
processes like percolation which constitute examples of random fractals. Fraptal
patterns ensuing out of such processes are of relevance in experiments related to fluid-
fluid displacements.

[31 Analysis of fractal structure of records in time and/or space lead to distinction
between self-affine and self-similar fractals.

[4] Surface physics also involves lot of fractal descriptions.

(5J Dynamical systems pertaining to nonlinear evolutions are rich in patterns and
behaviours in which fractals arise most naturally. This has promoted a surge of activity in
a number of disciplines. Particularly growth phenomenon and the processes responsible
for it are under investigation as they have direct practical utility. For instance;

# Internal texture of alloys due to dendritic structures developed during the process of
solidification are responsible for their mechanical properties.

U In secondary Oil Recovery, water pumped into the ground through one well is used to
force the oil to flow to the neighbouring wells. The effectiveness of this method has a
direct bearing on the fractal structure of "viscous Fingers" corresponding to the water-
oil interface.

# The concept of Multifractal scaling is yet another issue which demands attentjon.
Multifractality and its characterization are most relevant to problems in the context
of Turbulence phenomenon.

3.3 CHARACTERIZATION OF FRACTALS
Since Fractals are objects which defy normal geometric concepts, one has to develop

ways of characterizing them without in any way disturbing the already existing notipns
valid for Euclidean geometry. Therefore in the event of normal objects the
characterization should revert back to Euclidean ones. A very useful concept is the
dimensionality of an object or of a set of points.
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4. MATHEMATICAL MODELS EXHIBITING CHAOS

We have two basic systems to explore the riches exhibited by the non-linear dynamics
and chaos. They are the Hamiltonian and the Dissipative systems respectively. Albeit
Hamiltonian systems form an important class of dynamical systems with lot of historical
and academic overtones we prefer to restrict in this report to only dissipative systems.
Dissipative systems form a more realistic class of dynamical evolution in the context of
nonlinearity and chaos. The types of dissipative dynamical systems exhibiting chaotic
behaviour are outlined below.

Single dffference equations

4.1 DISSIPATIVE SYSTEMS

In this report we consider three different types of dissipative systems:

(a) Systems described in terms of one or two dimensional maps
(b) Autonomous system of equations
(c) Non-autonomous system of equations.

4.1.1 LOGISTIC M^P

The Logistic mapp has been the pioneering, the simplest T-dim map [a nontitoear
difference equation] : a paradigm for chaotic dynamics

where the control parameter a 8c 0~<"XnS 1.

With the variation in the values of a, the time sequence generated by the map shows
transitions from regular behaviour to very complicated ones.

For a=4 this map cs& be transformed to the binary shift Mq.p2.

[For o=4 let Xn = Sm%nYn => 7B+1 = 2Tn madlh

Therefore the discussion on Map2 applies to the logistic map [tf=4].
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In addition we have plenty of things to observe for other a s.

The equation describes a parabola whose steepness is controlled by a. It has a maximum
value of a/4 at Xn = 0.5.

The iterations of this map can be studied both graphically and computationally.

Behaviour of Logistic map with the variations in 'a'

a = 0.95 [a< 1 ] : almost every IC is attracted to X =p 0.
Fixed points of the map : roots of the equation F{Xn} = Xn.

Therefore for Logistic map: aXH(t- X\^=i Xn.

Therootsare X* = 0 & X'. -(a-

Stability of the Fixed points:

X*: fixed point, Linearising the map around this point we have

x* +sxn+x = F(X*

where F(X)'= aX{\ - X}

=> The iterates converge to the fixed point

=> X* is stable.

For

=> The iterates diverge from the fixed ppint

=> X* is unstable.

Every fixed point generated : to be tested for Stability Analysis.

Thus for a = 0.95 (a < 1), X* is a stable fixedpoint of the map.

For a = 2.9 (a > 1) : X* = 0 becomes unstable and the dynamics get attracted to

another fixed point X* = (a-iffa . Linear analysis around this point

=> it is stable for values of a between 1 and 3.
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Figure 4.1 : Fixed Point of Period One for the parameter a — 2.9

For a = 3.2 (a > 3) : The above fixed point gets unstable and the long time iterates slpw
cycles of period 2. The dynamics alternates between 2 different values of X.

Figure 4.2 : Fixed Point of Period Two for the parameter a — 3.2

This is the beginning of so called Period doubling route to chaos.

The dynamic behaviour in this case can be analyzed on the same footing as before if
we study the Second iterate of the function F, i.e. the iterative equation becomes

Xn+2 = F(2)(Xn) = F(F(Xtt)). In general therefore for N*riterate oftfie function we wflr-

have X~n+N = ^>(X n ) r .

Plotting Xn+2vs. Xn we can use the previous method of analysis.

Here we find 4 fixed points as intersections with the 45° line.

These are fixed points of the equation.

X* =

For a 2-cycle these fixed points return every alternate iteration.
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For a N-cycle the fixed points of X^H = F{lt)(XH) i.e. X* = F(w>f JT*) return every

JV + l"1 iteration.

When N = 2 for 1< a <3 ^say a = 2.9) there are only two fixed points of the equation

for fixed points of F2.

However, when a > 3 (a = 3.2) two New fixed points X*,X* of this equatiorr appear

on either side of the fixed point at X = JT* (w/tfcA Aas become unstable)^

Process of generating a pair of fixed points from an unstable point is termed as Pitchfjprk
Bifurcation. The concept of Bifurcation is an important aspect of any nonlinear studies.
We have a brief discussion on-it in the later part of the text.

As V increases further, the New fixed points move away from ^* until they satisfys

, v "*l >-*2 M *

dX ' '
==> Period 2 cycle becomes unstable.

Application of chain rule of calculus shows that both periodic points destabilize for the
same value of'a' . This is so because

F(x;)=X'2 and F(X*2)= X*,.

Proof:

^

Out of these a 4 period cycle will be born. In general as a increases ,therefore we
will get cycles corresponding to period 2", until we encounter periodic cycles of infinite
order. This is referred as the Accumulation point of the parameter : a^ =3.57-»-.
However, the window for variation of a goes on diminishing. Stability nature of e,ach
periodic point can be conveniently established using chain rule we need only
concentrate on the behaviour of the successive iterates of the map in the vicinity of the
periodic point nearest to X = 0.5.

It turns out that the bifurcation for each F^'^ is simply a small replica of the origfnaT
period doubling bifurcation occurring from period 1 to period 2 cycle. For each case the

Return map \Xn+N = /r^(_Ar
ll)j-is locally described by almost & parabolic curve.

Feigenbaum9 has exploited this selfsimilar behaviour and discovered thai the precise
functional form does not matter in exhibiting period doubling scenario. In fact
successive period doubling is controlled by the behaviour of the iterates of the map

F^{X) near ^=0.5 and this results in the Universality In the behaviour of such maps,

e.g. F(X) = aSinjcX behaves simitar to Logistic map. This leads to definition of_lwo

universal constants better known as the Feigenbaum Constants:
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a "-' = 4:6692016 and « = 2.502907875

Feigenbaum rigorously derived the above constants using the ideas from re-
normalization group methods. RMMay2 has discussed this one-dimensional togistic map--
in fair amount of details and has highlighted the role of such discrete time maps in the
context of Ecology, Population dynamics, Propagation of epidemics, etc.

Remarks: The stable periodic cycles encountered in Feigenbaum's universal theory are
not chaotic. Even the cycle with infinite period at the Accumulation point a give
zero average Lyapunov exponent.

However, it is worth noting that for many values of a>a0B the time sequences
generated by the logistic map give +ve average Lyapunov exponents : a distinct
signature of chaos.

3-» 3.2 3.9 S.

Figure 4.3 : Variation of Lypunov Exponent with parameter a in the Chaotic Regime

Embedded within the chaotic regions a^ < a < 4 we see some stable periodic attractors

[= -veA's]. The most prominent periodic cycle: period3 cycle neara3 = 3i

m .9

M.7

a.«.
••

• . • *

* . *

• • • •

1 " • • ] - i : . • • : ; ;

Figure 4.4 : Bifurcation Diagram for the Logistic Map
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Between a^ and a3 there is a range of values of a m which cydes of every odth and
even period are stable. The period 5 near #=3.74 and the period 6 cycles near #=3.63 and
a=3.85 can be clearly seen in the^/gMre 4.4. The origin of the Odd cycles follow from
the iterates FM(X) where M is odd The odd periods are generated by Tangent
Bifurcation. Each of these odd fixed points generates its own scheme of period doubjing
bifurcations: ql", where q is the fundamental odd period.

Remarks: The stable periodic orbits are dense over the above mentioned range qf a
values. However, the set of values of a for which the dynamics is truly chaotic is of
non-zero measure.

Additional Remarks on Bifurcation Sequence:

Figure 4.5: Schematic of a Bifurcation Diagram

The bifurcation tree or diagram indicates that an unstable fixed point gives rise to a set of
new values which are stable for some range of parameters which in turn get unstable
giving rise to yet another set of stable ones and the sequence goes on. Thus, in Jhis
evolution the earlier fixed points continue to exist. However, they now form a class of
unstable periodic cycles (periodic orbits in a more general sense). As a matter of fact, pne
of the defining characteristic of chaos is the proliferation of such large number of unstable
periodic orbits. These are indicated by dotted curves in the Schematic of Bifurcation
diagram (Figure 4.5). These unstable periodicities have proved to be very fruitful in
rendering dignity to the forbidden zone of chaotic dynamics. Methods have been
developed both theoretically and experimentally to tap such unstable orbits by suitably
playing with the parameters. The chaotic system is temporarily made to behave with
regular periodicity. The fact of prominence here is that the orbits available from chaotic
regimes are of high periodicities which may not be available from the regular regimes of
nonlinear operation. We highlight this feature in the chapter on Application oriented
chaos. .

Next we consider an example of a chaotic system which exhibits objects which demand
description in terms of fractal geometry.
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4.1.2 HENONMAPAND NOTION OF STRANGE ATTRACTOR

Henon Map'0: An example of non-tfnear dynamics involving two dependent variables.

Point (Xn,Yn) of the iterates -> the new points(2r
nfl,FH<1). Parameters *aV& 'A'

control the map behaviour.

a= b"=0 : Every point mapped —> attracting fixed point (1,0) in 2 steps.

a * O&b - 0 • Henon map -> 1-dim quadratic map —> Logistic map.

To exploit the 2-dim. property we study the map for a •$• 0 & b *• 0.

Thus for small a's the long-time iterates get attracted to Stable periodic orbits that
follow a sequence of period doubling route to chaos as a is increased. For small values, of
b * 0 regular orbits of period JV are described by Af points in the (X, Y) plane

The basin of attraction for the periodic cycles is confined to a finite region of the pJane
unlike the unit interval. For points outside the basin of attraction (similar to Logistic
map) the iterates diverge to °o.

For b<l Henon map : Dissipative map with time sequences converging to a Fipite
Attractor and can be realized in terms of the coordinate transformation in the plane

The Jacobian of the transformation :

The determinant of the Matrix
~-2aX f

b 0_

J = DetM = -b

For \J\ • 7 : Areas increase under iteration

For \J\<1 : Areas decrease under iteration = Contraction of areas to set of points called

Attractors

STRANGE ATTRACTORS

The attracting sets need not be a simple fixed point or a finite number of points of a
periodic cycle, e.g.

Henon map: for values of a & b = to Chaotic Dynamics the Attractor is Very Complex
pattern of points called Strange Attractorsi0. Characterized by fractal objects witfrjion-
integer dimensions. These objects do not fall in the realm of Euclidean geometry.
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• The Attractor is a bounded region of Phase Space to which all sufficiently close
trajectories from the Basin of attraction are attracted asymptotically.

• The Attractor itself is Indecomposable i.e. the trajectories visit every point on the
attractor in the course of time.

• Strange attractor property : Sensitive dependence on initial conditions. Inspite, of
volume contraction, lengths need not shrink in all directions. Arbitrary close
point get separated macroscopically.

• Strange Attractors typically arise when flows contract volume elements in one
direction but stretches in other directions. Also the volume gets folded to satisfy the
condition of boundedness.

• Strange Attractors qualifies the properties of a Set of points.
Therefore the concept equally applies to Dissipative maps. For the Henon map [a = 1.4

& b = 0.3] the successive iterates rapidly converge to a complex geometrical pattern
that resembles a line that is folded on itself an infinite number of times. In the following
Figure 4.6 we have a set of plots showing the intricate nature of a strange attractor alpng
with its self-similar nature on different scales.

* M» • • «

\ "•-•

\;v\

i.m „,

Figure 4.6 : Henon's Strange Attractor & Its Self-similar Patterns

A self-similar structure emerges on magnification of sections of the attractor. The
cross-sections of the folded line = that of Cantor set. The attractor is more than a line
but less than an area (=> fractal dimension between 1 & 2). Chaotic nature of the
dynamics on this strange attractor confirmed in terms of +ve Lyapunov exponents.

More Realistic cases of processes governed by Non-linear coupled Differential
equations.
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4.1.3 LORENZSYSTEM

The pioneering works of E. Lorenz'1 in the field of Chaotic Dynamics considers a
system of coupled nonlinear autonomous differential equations which exhibits complex
behaviour.

Lorenz model:

dx/dt - -ox + oy,
dy/dt = -xz + nr-\y,
dzjdt = -br* xy.

where

x : intensity of the convective motion

y : temperature difference between ascending & descending currents

z : distortion of vertical temperature profile from linearity

a: The Prandtl number of the fluid

r: The Rayleigh number of the fluid

These are truncated versions of the Navier-stokes equations describing the
phenomenon of Rayleigh-Benard convection in a fluid. This is an example of driven
dissipative system. Edward Lorenz applied this model to Earth's atmosphere
[predictability of the earth's weather system]. The equations describing the earth's
atmosphere are to be solved with the boundary conditions corresponding to heating by
Sun and radiation of energy into outer space .

He modeled this as flow of a fluid between two flat plates in a gravitational field, with
one heated from below and the other cooled from above such that the fluid is driven
by a constant temperature difference between two plates.

The Lorenz model is fairly close to a real physical system .It works for problems in
Quantum Optics/Laser instabililies72.

Incidently, it is worth noting that chaotic behaviour can occur for a dynamical system
modeled by autonomous set of differential equations with minimum of 3 dimensions.
The facts are a consequence of what is catted 'Poincare-Bendixon Theorem'3'

Divergence of the vector field:

Now if b>0 & a >0 then V.F «f 0.

A volume SCi(t) of a small region in Phase Space contracts as
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>0 as /->oo.

However this does not imply that the motion is predictable as / -» QO . It only suggests
that the dynamics settles on a low-dimensional A/tractor.

System behaviour can be analyzed in terms of the instabilities generated in the
problem. This demands the knowledge of Equilibrium points of the dynamical equations
& their classification.

One can carry out the relevant Stability analysis after finding the equilibrium points as a
function of parameters.

Stability Analysis ofLorenz Equations:

The Stability of the equilibrium solution x^fyyjfy and zo(t) can be investigated by-

considering the behaviour of small deviations (perturbations)^ 5 r o , ^ , & ^ from the

Equilibrium values. These perturbations are governed by linearized equations.

d_
It

ox0 -a 0

where

Stability in the neighbourhood of ther Y1 Equilibrium paint:

At (0,0,0) the characteristic(Eigenvalue Equation) equation become

~-<r-S a a
Del r -1.-S. Q = 0

0 0 -&-S

S)[-S*-(a + l)S+ a(r - l)J= O-

The characteristic roots (eigenvalues) of this equation are

,& = - -
2

(cr + l)2 +4a(r-l)

Stability in the neighbourhood of 2nd & 3^ Equilibrium points:

Here we assume that the bifurcalinn. of. the. origin {O^O^ has taken place
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The linearized equations are such that the Characteristic equations become

for 2nd E^tHibrram $ointDet

& Det

-a-S
1

1

a
-1-5

a

— 1 —

-

5

0

— b —

0

T— t)

n

-iy -b-s
—G for- 3-"* Equilibrium^oint

It is to be noted here that the Determinant is the same in both these cases. The
characteristic equation then becomes

+ a 0

This equation can be written as

Where Sy,S1,Si are the rooty(fogenvaluesyofthe-equationisattsjying

S,S2S3=-2bb(r-l)

Eq. (iii) =>S2S3 = -Tob(r - %fc

Eq. (ii) =>SX(S2 +S3)+S2S3 = bfcx+r)

(iii)

=> Si + 5,2 (b + a +1)-+ S,b(a +r)+2ob(r - r)u= 0

Now since a,b > 0 and r > 1, the only possible solution for the above equation pan
occur for 5, <0 [the R.H.S. being =0].

Therefore the following possibilities exist for the Eigenvalues:

I) S2,53 < 0 => The 2nd & 3rd points are stabte NODES

II) The 2nd & 3rd points are both SADBCE points
III) 52 ,53 are Complex Stable FOCUS
IV) S2,S3 are Complex conjugates withRe(S)>0 => Unstable FOCJUS

We next analyze the case where the Re(S) changes sign [ 5 = 52 or 53 ]

Let 5 2 =Re+/Im
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=> S3 = Re- / Im

From equation (i) S + 2Re = -(a + b +'.

From equation (ii) 2 ^ Re+ ̂ Re2"+-hn2^= B(cr +r )

From equation (iii) 5,/Re2 + Im2 j-= -25o{r -1^

Eliminating (Re2 + Im2) and Sx we arrive at the condition

+ 5+3T+2&b\

)}
Now when /?e = 0, the characteristic complex roots change sjgn.
Therefore setting Re = 0 we get the condition for stability change

r

~ \a-b-t\

Discussion ofLorenz model dynamics:

Stability analysis implies that

(i) the point (0,0,0) remains stable for 0<r<l.
(ii) the point (0,0,0) becomes unstable but the points :

.-\\ arestahlftfor l.<r <

(iii) there are no stable points for r > rc and a > b + 1
Physically

(i) = Pure Conduction (diffusion) with no Convection

(ii) s= Steady heat transfer via Convection

(iii) = Chaotic possibility, if the motion is bounded and if there are no Firted points,

Limit cycles or Tori.

The orbit is continuously repelled by the unstable fixed points:

There is no settling to rest:

The trajectory wanders in a bounded region.
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U> Mi Ml

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 4.7 : (a) Time Trace of a Lorenz Variable x

(b) Phase Plot of y vs. x

(c) Phase Plot of z vs. x

Seen in the Butterfly diagram ( Figure 4.7c) is a Strange Attractor with a fractional
dimension. Parameters :: r = 28, a = 10 and b = 8/3.

It may be mentioned here that this model also exhibits other chaotic scenarios viz;
lntermittency and Period doubling.
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4.1.4 OSCILlJiTORYSYSTEMS

Another example which is encountered in almost every engineering discipline is, an
oscillatory system. It could be either a free or a forced system. These systems are good
models in mechanical, electronic, electrical engineering as well as basic and life
sciences. Biomedical systems provide a number of physiological processes which are
self oscillatory as well as externally driven (forced) systems. Due to multiple steady sjate
behaviours possible in nonlinear systems they can be faithfully exploited to generate a
particular behaviour of interest under parametric variations.

When these systems are periodically driven they can be modeled by a set of non-
autonomous differential equations.

We consider three systems: [I] Classical Pendulum

[2] Duffing oscillator]

[3] Van-der-Pol Oscillator

CLASSICAL PENDULUM

A classical pendulum is the most familiar example of a circular motion of a mass
under gravitational force. It obeys the differential equation

g gravitational constant and L is the length of the pendulum.

Dynamical analysis of this system follows from the stability analysis of the motion
of the linearized equations about equilibrium positions. Using first order o.de ' s w
get

dO dQ 2 2

dt dt

Equilibrium points = F\XeA = Q , Here

we have 6^ -±mn , Ci^ —0- where~-ir< %< n

Note the linearized motion is oscillatory : #(/)"= ASin(woi +

The phase space motion in the plane (#;Q)~ is an elliptic orbit with clockwise rotation

around a point which is called the Center.

The motion about the point 0eq = ±K is an- unstable- equilibrium peint-eatted the-Saddle

point with trajectories as shown.
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Figure 4.8 : Phase Space Plots showing the Dynamical Behaviour of a Mathematical Pendulum

Energy conservation implies that the motions of the linearized system qualitatiyely
represents the motion of the nonlinear system. The trajectory separating the inner
orbits (libration) from the outer orbits (rotation) is termed Separatrix.

Note For small motions the period of oscillation ~ 27tjm^.

The period of liberation increases with increasing amplitude and tends to infinity as the
orbit approaches the separatrix.

Dependence of frequency on the amplitude is a typical character of nonlinear oscillatory
systems.
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DUFFING OSCILLATOR

Physically this represents a classical model, for studying nonlinear effects in elastic
mechanical systems consisting of a mass on a spring with nonlinear stiffness. The
Duffing equation is given by

For Linear damping term / = 0 and external driving term /=0 , the system reduces to
a conservative one and the nonlinear dynamics leads to different patterns of phase space
variables depending on the signs of a and /?.

Figure 4.9 : Harmonic Behaviour of a Duffing Oscillator with a Single Equilibrium Point: A Center

O For a,p > 0 the system gives a single equilibrium point [Center] with oscillation
frequency increasing with amplitude.

Figure 4.10: Bounded & Unbounded Motion of the Oscillator Separated by the Separatrix
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© For a > 0 and /? < 0, the frequency decreases with amplitude (period increases)
and the motion becomes unbounded outside the separatrix.

Figure 4.11 : A Double-well Potential Motion Admitting Stable & Unstable Equlibria

© For a < 0 and /? > 0 the system admits three equilibria = Two stable and one
unstable (saddle). Physically this refers to a motion of a particle in a double well potential.

Driven oscillatory system with damping is an important class of problems in Engineering
disciplines.

When the input force is oscillatory : / ( / ) = f^Co^cot), the response of the system JC/̂ K
can be periodic, subharmonic, superharmonic or chaqtic.

Note :

A periodic output has the same frequency as the input while a subharmonic motion
refers to a motion of multiple pericrdsr of- the input frequency 27cfw :

x(j) = ACo^nfnfyot n,m integers.

For a periodic motion one encounters the phenomenon of Hysteresis [the output of the
system has a different response for increasing and decreasing forcing frequency in the

neighbourhood of linear natural frequency *Ja . There is a jump phenomenon for the
response over the unstable region].

The output motion may become subharmonic or chaotic depending on the parameters
(y,a,(5,fo,a>). In Figure 4.12^ we have some of these solutions as a function of
parameters.
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Figure 4.12: Phase Space Plots for Regular & Chaotic Regimes
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VAN DER POL OSCILLATOR

A case for self-excited oscillations: Limit cycle.

Dynamical systems with both sources and sinks for energy constitute an important
class of nonlinear phenomena.

Mechanical systems with relative motion between parts, fluid flow around splid
objects, biochemical, chemical reactions (B-Z reactions) and circuits with negative
resistance (Chua's circuits using operational amplifiers/feedback circuits) fall under jhis
catagory of systems.

The following equation models the above situation

fO) = 0, the system becomes autonomous with 'fax) = (0,0) as tfie only equilibrium

point in the phase plane.

For y > 0 it becomes an unstable spiral.

For y small, the limiting orbit is a circle (with normalized coordinates

p = o)\ = 1). The solution within the circte spirat out andianchon the limircycle while

outside ones spiral inward onto the limit

Figure 4.13 : Limit Cycle Oscillation for small y

©For y larger (say y ~10), the motion forms a relaxation oscillation. Albeit

periodic it is not sinusoidal ( since it includes higher harmonics). These type of

oscillations are observed in a number of natural phenomena e.g. heart beats. During

certain part of their dynamical cycle the involuntary organs of the body can relax. In

fact these type of oscillators can effectively model many a relaxation phenomena

and provide diagnostics on the effective working of the organ.
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Figure 4.14 : Relaxation Oscillation for Large Value of y

When the system is driven by a periodic forcing f(l) = f0Cos{a)xi) , the motion

becomes more complex [a nonautonomous system].

Note: A forced nonlinear system does not admit superposition of free and forced
motion.

Important features of forced self-excited systems:

«•> Entrained oscillation
*> Quasi-periodic oscillation

Thus with driving frequency close to limit cycle frequency ,the output x(t) gets locjced
with driving frquency.

When there is large difference between driving and limit cycle frequencies, the output
x(t) is a combination of the two frequencies

When a)0 and co, are incommensurate / ( » „ / « , ) is irrational/ the motion

becomes quasi-periodic.

Duffing and Van~der-Pol systems and their forced counterparts serve as good
models for many mechanical, electrical and electronic operations. Because of their
specific behaviour under parametric variations they can be used for controlling and
exciting biological and biomedical systems. They can also provide necessary impulsive
type of operation e,g. as in pace-makers. Multiple states of equilibria possible can be
effectively put to use. These historically established oscillators have become
paradigms for nonlinear and chaotic phenomena.
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4.2 HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS

Although our interest is focused on dissipative dynamical systems it is worthwhile to
have a cursory look at the Hamiltonian systems74.

Hamiltonian systems are the ones in which dissipative friclional forces can be
neglected. The non-integrable ones amongst them provide enough motivation to look
for possible chaotic behaviour. Phase space volumes being preserved during their tjme
evolution such systems would not admit attracting regions in phase space and hence we
do not expect Attracting fixed points, Limit cycles or Strange attractors. However, the
issue of sensitive dependence on initial conditions persists which finally culminates in
the irregular behaviour.

There are certain issues which necessitate the study of Hamiltonian systems
particularly the longtime dynamics e.g.

CD Stability of Solar system /Galaxies under perturbations; Particle behaviour in
Storage rings in Fusion devices and high energy experiments.

@ Fundamental aspects of Statistical mechanics rely heavily on Ergodic Hypothesis (the
systems being many-bodied).The system is simply assumed to explore the entire region of
allowed phase space [Energy surface] and eventually cover it uniformly. This leads to
replacement of time averages by space averages. The question : Is Ergodic hypothesis
really valid in Hamiltonian systems with large degrees of freedom ?. It has been
observed that even with few degrees of freedom one finds very complicated behaviour
in phase space.

It may be noted that in Hamiltonian systems both chaos and regularity behaviour is
seen co-existing. This has its roots in the famous KAM theorem of Kolmogorov, Arnold
andMoser.
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5. STABILITY IN DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

Here we discuss the concept of equilibrium solutions of a dynamical systems and
their stabilities. These considerations are necessary in view of the following issue of
Bifurcation analysis.

A given dynamical system may be represented by

a discrete time map

Xn+t ^

or a continuous time equation

f «
Fixed point solutions of a Differential Equation System are called Equilibrium solutions.

Determination of fixed points and their stability is an important aspect in the dynamical
systems analysis. It opens various modes of behaviour possible under parametric
variations.

For an Autonomous system — = E(^; fi)
at

the fixed points are given by the solution of F(X;//)•*= 0.

Fixed points are the examples of Invariant Sets of the system.

Having found an equilibrium point say Xo , to- determine- its stability one- hajs to
perturb the solution and check for thegrowth/decay of the perturbation. This invojves
the process of linearization in the neighbourhood of the fixed point.

Let X(i) = Xo + Y(t); Y(t) is the perturbation

The fixed point Xo of Eq.(5.1) is transferred to the fixed point Y = 0 of

Next we assume that F is at least Cz and Taylor expand around Xo to linear terms

where
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(5.4)

The eigenvalues of the constant matrix A provides information about local stability of
the fixed point X0.

The solution of Eq. (5.3) with initial condition Yo eR" at /0 GR

If the eigenvalues Aj 's of thermatrix A art distinct their Eh «r matrix Fsoch\that

P'xAD=Dr,

D is a Diagonal matrix with elements At,A2,---,An.

/I , 0 ••• 0 "

0 A y ••• Q
r : : : ( 5 ^

o- a a xn
If eigenvalues A 's are complex then the matrix P is complex.

The column of P are the right eigenvectors Px,pz,"-,Pn of the matri^ A
corresponding to Al,A2,---,An .

Using the transformation y = P\ we get Pv = APv which in turn gives

Pv = [P* AP]v = Dv ^1 1 }

^> v = e('-'°)Dv0;v0 = v(/0) - F*y, (5.12)

y(t) = Pv = Pe{'-'°)Dv0 = P e ( M ^ P l

Note e{'"to)D is a diagonal matrix with elements
The eigenvalues of 4̂ are also called the characteristic exponents associated with vector

field F a t (xo , / io).

Afofe, however, if the eigenvalues of A are not distinct then there exists a matrix F\ s.t

P'1AF=J (and not D) (5.14>

is called a Jordan canonical form with off-diagonal entries
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J =

A
(5.15)

0- — Jk

where (f> represents a matrix with zero entries and each Jm is given by

m

a o

& 0- Q.• X,

The assumption here is that matrix A has 'k' distinct eigenvalues. If nm is the algebraic

multiplicity ofthe m'h eigenvalue Xm , then the matrix Jm differs from the diagonal
matrix D because of the presence of elements 1 above the diagonal elements. The
columns pi of the matrix P their become the- generalized- eigenvectors
corresponding to the eigenvalues kx of the-matrix A: There are- nm generalized
eigenvectors corresponding to- the- eigenvalue X~m . They are-the-nerr-zero- sohrtt©n$ of
the following:

(A - iml)p - 0,(A - Ajfp = 0,-.;(A - = 0

For an (nxn) matrix with n distinct eigenvalues , the generalized eigenvectors are also
the eigenvectors of the matrix. The components ofv have terms ofthe form
integer k depending on the multiplicity ni ofthe eigenvalue

Classification of Equilibrium solutions and their Stability

Equilibrium solutions can be classified on the basis of the nature of eigenvalues of the
Jacobian matrix A ofthe linearized system of equations.

Some definitions:

If all eigenvalues of A have non-zero real parts,then the corresponding fixed point
is referred to as an Hyperbolic point (irrespective of the value of imaginary part).

If any one of the eigenvalues has zero real part, then the fixed point is termed, as
a Non-hyperbolic point. In this case the stability of the fixed point cannot be
determined by linearization.
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Hyperbolic Fixed Points:

[1] Sin^s
[2] Sources
[3] Saddle Points

Sinks:

Here all the eigenvalues of A have negative real parts (=> all components of deviations
of y decay =>x-»x 0 as t-*oo}: Thro re 'tetke-sjnk.

If in addition these eigenvalues .associated with a sink are complex the sink is cajled
a Stable Focus. If eigenvalues of A are real the sink is termed a Stable Node. Sinks are
"Attractors" of a dynamical system.

Sources:

If one or more of the eigenvalues of A have positive real parts (==>some components of
deviations of j> grow in time => x moving away-front x-0 as t —> <x> y the fixed point *^
becomes unstable.

When all the eigenvalues of A have- positive- reaf part r0 is caHed a Smtreer Jf in
addition the eigenvalues are complex the source is termed an Unstable Focus. If all the
eigenvalues associated with the source are real then the source is termed Unstable
Node. Source is a "Repellor" of a dynamical system.

Saddle Point:

When some eigenvalues of A have positive real parts while the rest have negative
real parts, the associated fixed point is called a Saddle Point.

A saddle point is unstable in both the forward and the reverse time. It is termed a Npn-
stable fixed point.

Non-hyperbolic Fixed Points:

In this case at least one eigenvalue should have its real part zero.

A non-hyperbolic fixed point is unstable if one or more of the eigenvalues of .4 have
positive real parts.

If some of the eigenvalues of A have negative real parts while rest of them have zero
real parts the fixed point of the dynamical system is referred to as neutrally or marginally
stable. Ifallofthe eigenvalues are purely imaginary and nonzero, then the corresponding
fixed point is termed a Centre.
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Nonlinearity of System and Linearity of Perturbed equations:

Some Remarks:

In this context, a relevant question is " What does the stability of fixed point solutions
of the linearized system imply for the stability of the fixed point solutions of the
original nonlinear system ? "

The answer to this query is found in the following theorem:

Hartman-Grobman Theorem : applicable to Hyperbolic Fixed points (Re(/t)^ Ĉ

However, Shoshitaishvili Theorem is applicable to Non-hyperbolic Fixed points.

The theorems state:

[a] The fixed point x - x0 of the nonlinear system is stable when the fixed point

j> = 0 of the corresponding linearized system is asymptotically stable.

[b] The fixed point r—xa of the nonlinear system is unstable when the fixed-floint

y = 0 of the linear system is unstable.

[cj Linearization cannot determine the stability of neutrally stable fixed

po\nt(evenfor a Centre).

For a neutrally stable fixed point a nonlinear analysis is necessary to determine the
stability of x0 . For this analysis, it is necessary to retain quadratic and even higher order
terms in perturbations^ in the Taylor's expansion.
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6. BIFURCATION THEORY

We have encountered this feature in the discussion of one dimensional logistic map.
However, it applies to all types of evolutionary processes (i.e. both the discrete and the
continuous time processes ). This theory investigates the whole trend of nonlinear
dynamics with continuous variations of the parameters. It accounts for the birth and
stability of multiple steady state solutions, the existence and stability of periodic
solution, chaotic solutions. Bifurcation analysis is a fundamental tool for the analysis of
nonlinear systems. A physical phenomenon ensuing out of a nonlinear system can be
more easily comprehended in terms of Bifurcation theory. This analysis completely
defines an operating region of any processes as a function of parameters. Varipus
modes accessible to the system can be identified and accordingly chosen. Bifurcation
at an equilibrium point or a time periodic solution indicates a complete change in the
topological features of the solution.

Bifurcation theory and Stability theory forms an essential bond which explains the
formation and destruction of various patterns possible under parametric variations of a
given system. In the ensuing discussion one can address two issues: Bifurcation in
Continuous time systems and discrete time systems. A few definitions are pertinent
for discussion.

There exist Local Bifurcations and Global Bifurcations.

One defines a State-control space for describing the phenomenon of Bifurcation. It refers
to variables and parameters of the system. Bifurcation Points are locations in this sjate
control space where bifurcations occur.

Co-dimension-/w Bifurcation is a bifurcation that requires at least'/»' control parameters
for its occurrence.

Bifurcations.

L
±

Continuous
_t

Discontinuous
(Catastrophic)

JL
Dangerous Explosive

In a dangerous case the present attractor suddenly disappears from the state space. This
is referred to as "Blue Sky Catastrophe".

One normally performs local bifurcation analysis of fixed points of an Autonomous
system of differential equations as a control parameter is varied. A fairly good amount
of simplification can be arrived at in the neighbourhood of a bifurcation point. Local
bifurcation of periodic solutions with parameter can be also done. In the earlier part of the
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text we encountered a linearized form of the System equations characterized by a
Jacobian matrix and the associated eigenvalues which are functions of the control
parameters X \

Now if it so happens that with the variation of a control parameter a fixed ppint
becomes non-hyperbolic at a particular location in state-control space and if the phase
portrait before and after this location is markedly different, the said location is a
bifurcation. This is the result of loss of stability of a fixed point with the parameter.
Stability of a fixed point can be lost through one of the following bifurcation types:

[1] Saddle-node Bifurcations
[2] Pitch-fork Symmetry-Breaking Bifurcations
[3] Trans-critical Bifurcations

[4] Hopf Bifurcations

These situations are exemplified with figures in the later part of the text.

The first three constitute Static Bifurcations and the last one refers to Dynamic
Bifurcations.

Bifurcation theory has identified different routes to chaos, viz, Period doubling,
Intermittency and Crises.

Static Bifurcations:

Consider static bifurcations, of fixed, points of -— = F(x,JL) as, we^ vary a scalar

parameter X in the Space x - X .

tt A static bifurcation of a fixed point of the above equation occurs at ^,2^ if the

following conditions:

© F(%0,XC) = 0 [Fixedpoint conditionf

© DXF has a zero eigenvalue with rest of the- eigenvalues having- noifr*zero-\real

parts at (x 0, X c), [Hyper-boticity condition}:

Note: The conditions are necessary but not sufficient.

How to differentiate between Static Bifurcations ?

The following procedure may be adopted to identify the bifurcations.

Fa.{n x l) vector of first partiat derivatives of the components of the vector field F

w.r.t. the control parameter a and then constnjct-the_./i.x (n:+1) Augmented matrix:
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Next we define Range of an nxn matrix A.
Range constitutes a set of all vectors Ar,x e R".

At Saddle-node bifurcation point Fa vector does not belong to the Range of the

matrix: DXF. However, at pitchfork and transcritical bifurcation points Fa belongs to

the range of the matrix DXF.

The matrix [Z)x/
r|/r

Of] has a Rank of '«T at saddle node bifurcation points and a Rank of

(n-J) at other static bifurcation points.

Again in the state-control space all those branches of fixed points meeting at a saddle
node bifurcation point have the same tangent. However, this is not so at Pitch fork and
Transcritical point.

Following examples will illustrate the types of Bifurcations:

[A]

dx
System: — =

y dt
- //_- x2

 r JLL axonlrol parameter.

For /u<0 , the system has no fixed points

For fi > 01 the system has two nontrivial.'fixecTpoihts: x -

The Jacobian matrix has a single eigenvalue : A. = -fix.

The fixed point x=^JJi is a stable node (vT<0^and the fixed point x~-

unstable node X > 0.
jsan-

Figure 6.1 : Scenario in the neighbourhood of a saddle-node bifurcation.

Stability of the fixed points in x-ju space:
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For (x,/i) = (0,0) fixed point we have

[ii] DXF has a zero eigenvalue (therc-ts a- non*-hyperbolic point ;fixed point at

=> The origin (0,0) is a Static-bUiircation .point.

At this point F^ = 1 and £>XF = 0; the rank of { A / ^ } i s *

The origin of the x - ju space s (0;0) is a saddle-node bifurcation point. Both the

branches meet at the bifurcation point and have a common tangent. Figure ( ?) illustrates
the scenario.

Remarks: At a bifurcation point a solution branch either meets or begins.

[B]

Next we have the system: — = Ffcjty = jux + oxJ
T fi a.control parameter

It admits three fixed points: x = 0,x = ±^-{

The Jacobian matrix : DXF = ju + Jax2" hay the folluwnig" eigenvalues:

Al=/i; at x-0; A u =.-2/i at x = ±y[-(

The fixed point is stable for ju < 0 and unstable for ju > 0.

The nontrivial fixed points exist only when ju > 0 and are stable.

However when a > 0, the nontrivial fixed points exist only when ju <0 and they are
unstable

Further we note that in both situations we have

[b] DXF has a zero eigenvalue.

[c]The number of fixed point solutions for ju < 0 is different from those for ju > 0.

[d]There is a change in the stability of the trivial fixed point as we pass through
{i = 0. This qualifies (0,0)̂  to be bifurcation point of the state controf space.

When a--\, two stable branches of fixed" points x = ~Jjx and x = -J/j. bifurcates

from bifurcation point.
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When a = 1 ,the unstable branches of fixed points x=-yfp and x = -~Jfi bifurcates

from the bifurcation point.

For both a = -1 and a = 1, the bifurcation point is not a Saddle-node bifurcation point
[since F and DXF are ZQTO].

Bifurcations are Pitch-fork type.

Figure 6.2 : (a) supercritical pitchfork bifurcation ; (b) sub-critical pitchfork bifurcation

Note : A common tangent is not possible to be drawn for all of the branches meeting at
the bifurcation point.

[C\

System: — =
dt

The system admits two fixed points : x = 0 and x = / / .
The Jacobian DXF = // - 2x has eigen values X = ft at x - 0 and A = - / / at

* = //.

This is the case of Transcritical bifurcation. Here we have

[i] Fixed point x = 0 is a non-hyperbolic fixed point at ju = O.

[ii] Bifurcation becomes static at (*,//) = ( 0 , ^ because there is an exchange of

stability between the trivial and non-trivial branches.

Figure 6J1: ATtansnritinal Bifurcation a t
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Note: The bifurcation point is not a Saddle- node- bifurcation [since-

both zero at (0,0) ].

= ju - x'

and D-XF are

The system : — =
a/

The system admits only one fTxed" point: x = ^' /5 .

At the origin of the x-/i space /"(*,//)"= 0 and Z^/*1 has a zero eigenvalue. This

implies x = 0 is a non-hyperbolic fixed point at // ^ 0.

Figure 6.4 : A case of Non-hyperbolic fixed point at (x, flf s i

Note: However, (0,0) is not a bifurcation point because there is no qualitative change

either in the number of fixed point solutions or in the stability of the fixed ppint
solutions as one moves through // -- 0 in the state-control space.

[E]

The case of Hopf Bifurcation:

As the parameter a varies one realizes a Hopf bifurcation of a fixed point of a system:
dx
— = F(x;ju) occurs at CC~GLC if thefelkn^ng conditions are satisfied.

[i] F(xo,ac) = O

[ii] The Jacobian matrix DXF has a- parr of purely- imaginary eigenvalues

such that all other eigenvalues have nonzero real parts at

[iii] For a~ac let the analytic continuation of the pair of imaginary eigenvalues

be X + ico . Then — * 0 aL a..= a .
da
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The conditions [i] and [ii] imply that the fixed point underlying the bifurcation is a
non-hyperbolic fixed point.

When all three conditions are satisfied' a~ periodic S0hitknr(pgnod-:2^7'ar>rs-bocn at

Note, however, Bifurcating periodic solution can also occur under certain ojher
degenerate conditions leading to "Degenerate Hopf Bifurcations".

An illustration:

^ ( ) { i 2 ) (6.1)

^ (6.2)

The fixed point solution is (fy

The eigenvalues of the corresponding Jacobian matrix are :

Zx= ju- iar,Ar2 —jzrf id)

Note (0,0) is a non-hyperbolic fixed" point of Eqs when // = O~

At (x,y,v)^ (0,0,0) : d

Thus the three conditions for a Hopf Bifurcation are satisfied. A Hogf Bifurcation oflthe
fixed point (0,0) of the equations occurs at (0#)~ wilrra period" Tacfm.

An alternative way of looking at the above set of equations. One uses the
transformation:

x = rCos$,y =

and gets the equations:

f = <"/&•' (6 4)

The equation admits . a trivial solution = trie fixed point (0,0) of title original equations

(r = 0) and a non-trivial solution {r * 0 ^ to a periodic solution of the original

equations (r = ±iyfju). Here r is the amplitude and S is the frequency of the periodic

solution created at the Hopf Bifurcation

Thus, a stable non-trivial fixed point of Eq.(6.3) corresponds to a stable periodic
solution of Eqs. (6.1 & 6.2) and an unstable nontrivial fixed point solution of Eq.(6.3)
corresponds to an unstable periodic solution of Eqs. (6.1 & 6.2).
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Figure 6.5: Hopf Bifurcation: (a) Supercritical Hopf Bifurcation (b) Subcritical Hopf Bifurcation

Some remarks: Eq.(6.3) is identicalta — = fjx + ccc3.
at

This implies that the Hopf Bifurcation at (0,0,0} m the x-y-fi space is equivalent to

a Pitchfork bifurcation at (0,0^ in the r - JJ. space.

For a = - 1 , we have a Supercritical Pitchfork Bifurcation in the r-ju space i.e. a
Supercritical Hopf Bifurcation in the x-y-ji space.

For a = 1, we have a Subcritical Pitchfork Bifurcation in the r - fx space i.e. a
Subcritical Hopf Bifurcation in the x- y - ju space.

The figures clearly indicate the said scenario.

For a - 0 in Eqs. (6.1 & 6.2) although conditions for a Hopf Bifurcation are satisfied,
there are no periodic orbits in the vicinity of the bifurcation point. This is referred to
as Degenerate Hopf Bifurcations.

We may elaborate on the issue of bifurcation analysis further in terms of what are cajled
Centre manifolds and Normal forms which essentially reduces the dynamical analysis to
lower dimensional spaces and simplifies the description. Bifurcation analysis can also be
extended to include the scenarios like Intermittency, Crises and Homoclinic and
Heterociinic Bifurcations. However, it is beyond the preview of the present report and will
be discussed elsewhere. These ideas are discussed in fair amount of details in reference 13.
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7. CHARACTERIZATION OF CHAOTIC DYNAMICS

7.1 INFORMATION THEORETIC IDEAS

Preliminary ideas on information theoretic aspects of processes/events are discussed in
Shannon's theory7. It essentially deals with probabilistic concepts.

Suppose we do not know a priori the position of point in a state/cell, e.g.

•

(i) We have two possible states (ceils) of a

What is the maximum information content of the system?

Answer to one question (viz. L or R) specifies the state of the system completely.
We say the information /=) bit

(ii) For four possible states we need provide two bits (answer to two question^ L
or R and T or B) of information to specify the state of the system. / = 2 bits
[/ = log2 4] .

Thus for a system with NStates bits [/ = log2 Jt^

In a system with N possible states, suppose i* state is known to occur with a
priori probability Pt we can define Entropy S by

Note: Consider tossing of a coin and its states head (H) or tail CT)

S = 1 s state of a coin with equal a priori probability of// or T.

S = 0 s biased coin with H every ttme-( P\ ~ b (say); P2 =s 0).

If any one Pt = 1 => S - 0 (we know- everythmg abottt the- system- ORBER.
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All Pt are equal (Pt = \jN) => S - fog2 N is maximum for a Af~state svstem (no

a priori knowledge of which states were more probable than others) => DISORDER

=> Thus determination of the state of the system increases our understanding
by maximum amount.

These ideas [ developed by Shannon in Communication Theory ] have far
reaching consequences in the definitions of generalized dimensions ( stated earlier in
the text) which are required to characterize the complicated fractal behaviours in the
longtime dynamics of nonlinear processes.

7.2 DIMENSION

Although there are a number of ways one can characterize chaos we single out one of
the most important character of any chaotic behaviour viz the dimension. Ivjore
precisely the fractal dimension. We have already encountered a dynamical characteristic
of chaos viz; the Lyapunov exponent defined for a map. The definition can be extended
for differential equation systems on similar lines. Fourier tranforms of phase space
variables, phase portraits and Poincare sections are equally useful in qualitative
diagnosis of regular and chaotic behaviours of nonlinear systems. Bifurcation analysis
and stability analysis are intimately connected as they depict the behaviour of
dynamical systems as a function of parameters and can classify the various routes to
chaos. This analysis is very important to identify certain regions of operation where pne
can profitably use chaos as well as avoid it altogether. A thorough understanding of any
physical or engineering process necessitates such analyses.

Concept of dimension related to a dynamical system is important and has number of
definitions depending on the contpxt.

Types of dimension:

Dimension of Euclidean Space: Minimum number of coordinates necessary to
specify a point uniquely.

Dimension of a Dynamical system: Number of state variables used to describe the
dynamics of the system.

Dimension of a Manifold [Differential Topology]: is the dimension of the Euclidean
Space which the Manifold resembles locally. Remarks: None of the above dimensions are
non-integers. Chaotic attractor is neither a simple geometrical object nor a Manifold
but a geometrically complicated object (a set of points) with fractional dimension.

The so called Strange attractor associated with chaos is characterized by
Capacity, Information, Correlation and Lypunov dimensions.

Renyi15 introduced the concept of Generalized Dimensions based on information
theoretic ideas mentioned earlier in the text. The capacity, Information and Correlation
dimensions are but special cases of the same.
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In the present context Dimensions are

[i] used to classify strange verses non-strange attractors.

[ii] to quantify the complexity of the attractor.

Dimension gives a lower bound on the number of state variables (number of degrees
offreedom) required to describe the dynamics on the attractor.

Generalized dimensions effectively characterize the inhomogeneous nature of a Strange
Attractor.

Suppose X(/) = (jt,(f),je2 (/),••-,*,.(*)) is the trajectory of a dynamicaT system on a

Strange Attractor.

Sequence of time points in the evolution in phase space :

X(/ = 0),X(/ - r),X(/ = 2t),--,X(t = Nt) {Ntor&l

Next partition the phase space into N(sf celts of size e.

Number of points appearing in cell / : »( .

Probability of finding attractor pomtsrhrcetrf™/^' = rh

Generalized Dimension : Dn - Lim-
n~\

Do = Z«»[tbg N(s)/Yog,(l'/e)^- DF {Capacity Dimension]^

Remarks:

[1] S{e) = - = Information needed to specify the state of the system to
1=1

an accuracy e if the state is known to be on the attractor (Entropy).

[2] For Homogeneous attractor, cells are uniformly filled

In general Dx < Do and Dn < Dm for ri>nt.

From the generalized definition we get

Eh - him
1=1
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Remarks:

This dimension has a special place in the chaotic characterization because it equals
Correlation dimension which is calculated by exploiting the correlation between pair of
points on the attractor.

A set of data points on the attractor : [X, {i)j = XXr • •, N j "

Exponential divergence of trajectories ^> most pairs [xt,X^,i* j become

dynamically uncorrelated pairs of essentially random points. However, the points of
the attractor will be spatially correlated. The measure of such Spatial Correlation:

C(s) = lim[l/iV{ Number of pairs (i,j)sJ. [xt-X^'K-S } Y

The limit is evaluated by increasing N until the quantity converges.

Now the correlation scales as follows:

C(s)~ Aev\ v = Correlation dimension

v = limrogC^/Jog^?)^

As stated earlier v agrees with D2 from the generalized dimension.

Following consideration proves the point:

Here Pt = LimnjN = number of points'lymg- far coll i.

All nt points in the cell /lie within € of each other m 2 -nt\ forming pairs of

points.

C(e)=Lhrr\fN
W-HO

( = • • 1

= 1.1?

v - Lim]ogC{s)fi

= Linr\og
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Dimension by correlation technique : Computationally the best method. Grassberger
and Procacia16 introduced this dimension and suggested an interestingly simple and
efficient algorithm for its computation.

Advantages of v calculations:

0 Easily evaluated in higher dimensional systems [Box oomttmg-technique used for Df

& DF are particularly difficult when n > 3: Computational problem]

© Can discriminate unavoidable noise in Experimental systems from Deterministic Ch^os.
© v -calculation algorithms require less number of experimental points in a time series
and even in higher dimensions.

This technique is most exploited in the State Space Reconstruction'7'* from a singteJime
series (Scalar time series). This forms a part of a scheme used to retrieve an experimental
system dynamics from the knowledge of a mere single measured variable and in the
absence of a suitable model. This is a feature which can be profitably exploited to
understand seemingly unknown complex systems.

In this context an alternative signature about a chaotic behaviour of a nonlinear
system was identified. Tim method essentially considers the folding nature^ of
chaotic trajectories. The distribution of fold lengths and its invariance with initial
conditions provide the necessary signature for identifying a chaotic system. This is a
fairly robust method against noisy background and could be used by just procuring
a univariate time series of an experimental system. Presently the method has been
applied to existing models of simple chaotic systems.

This issue of Reconstruction Dynamics will be discussed in the following chapter and
may be of utmost importance in application oriented aspects of chaotic dynamics.
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8. STATE SPACE RECONSTRUCTION

8.1 A STEP TOWARDS UNFOLDING NONLINEAR DYNAMICS

Investigations over the past few years have established beyond doubt that the well
being of a complex system , be it man-made or natural lies essentially in the dictum
that it functions most nonlinearly. This is clearly realized in the amount of feedback
mechanisms employed artificially to a system so as to render it a smooth working
machine. The same fact is totally realized in the physiology of living beings also. It is the
inherent nonlinearly coupled subsystems which contribute to the coherent well behaved
personality of a human being. One can say, the health (the most linear behaviour)
of a person lies in the successful working of his most nonlinear physiologies.

The concept of chaos, which originated in the non-linearity of dynamical processes,
can be fruitfully exploited to describe the time evolution of engineering, physical and
biological systems. One of the aims is to identify such deterministically originated
chaotic processes from stochastic ones. Having determined the kind of operating dynamics
one can predict the future with a suitable model and later use the predictions to
characterize, monitor or control the system. As a matter of fact, for a purely stochastic
system, the predictions are by definition statistical in nature which can be quantified
through mean values, higher moments, auto-correlations, etc. Knowing the
deterministic/stochastic nature of a system enable us to choose deterministic/stochastic
model. Until recently it was a practice to describe a large degree of freedom deterministic
system by a statistical model. However, the fact is that a nonlinear system with only a few
degrees of freedom, being deterministic in principle, can generate extremely complex
outputs which almost mimic the stochastic signals. The sensitivity to initial condition is
responsible for such a random behaviour in the long term.

With the recognition of chaos as a possible dynamical description of certain non-linear
systems in certain parametric regimes and with necessary characterizations associated
with it, it has become possible to check whether the complex signal has originated from
low dimensional deterministic system, This study comprises of earlier mentioned
observables [the Invariants of the System]; viz, Lyapunov exponents, Periodic
orbits, Entropies and Dimensions, the essential signatures of chaotie behaviour. In the
case of chaotic signals from an experimental system in the absence of any mathematical
model, it is possible to extract the phase space which resembles in all respects the
actual unknown phase space of the experimental space. This is the famous problem of
Reconstruction of state space from the knowledge of a single variable time series, put
forth by Packard et.al17 and later supplemented by beautiful Embedding Theorems of
Tokens and Mane19. The processes characterizing the system being chaotic, iheir
asymptotic dynamics settles on low dimensional attractors. The minimum number of
variables necessaiy to characterize the dynamics is a contribution in itself towards
generating a first order knowledge about the unknown experimental system. Tfyere
are an increasing number of processes from the complex systems domain which are
lacking explanation for their subtle behaviours. Some of them are man-made but largly
they originate from natural sources. For instance, physiology of human behaviour,
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complex machines, natural calamities (floods, earthquakes, avalanches etc.). Chaos
must be the operating paradigm in such system.

8.2 RECONSTRUCTION OF STATE SPACE

Experimentalist dealing with a physical system measures at regular, discrete
interval of time the value of some state variable (eg, a flow velocity or pressure in a
fluid or voltage in a nonlinear circuit). This constitutes the time series (say):
v(/0),!>(*,),••• where v(/,)«=/?, t^t^+ii, , zf being the sampling time of the
measuring instrument.

The question is: Can we use this scalar (univariate) observation to construct a
multivariate state space which describes the attractor adequately (particularly in the
absence of a governing model for its dynamics) ?

From the point of view of topology this becomes an example of an Embedding. The
motivation is to find a one-to-one mapping between points on the original attractor in
the full state space and the attractor in the reconstructed state space. Mathematically
such a mapping is referred to as Embedding. This mapping is also required to preserve
information about the derivatives of the flow. Whitney2^ showed that a smooth CS-zw
dimensional manifold may be embedded in JP"*L space ( the existence of embedding-
is independent of the dynamics of the system). Packard, Crutchfleld^ Farmer and
Shaw11 and Tokens19 working in the area of dynamical systems theory and
motivated by fluid mechanics experiments suggested that scalar measurement of a signal
is enough to build up an embedding. A state space can therefore be reconstructed such
that the dynamics in the new space is equivalent to that in the original one. Packard's
numerical simulations and Tokens mathematically rigorous proofs proved the equivalence.
They showed that the attractor in the new state space has the same invariants (Lypupov
exponents, dimension) as the original attractor.

Two methods have been employed for generating independent coordinates for the
state space. Packard used the time derivatives of the signal. Ruelle and Tokens the so
called time delayed coordinate vectors.

= {v(

The vectors Xn belong ta the Reconstructed Sgace,

Takens and Mane further showed that the geometric structure of the dynamics of the
original (unknown ) system is completely unfolded in the reconstructed space if
d > 2DA +1, where DA is the dimension of the attractor of interest.

Some Mathematics and definitions are dism:;sed in the following in the context of
Qualitative dynamics from Experimental Data.
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Dynamical systems theory identifies the following initial value problem.

(8.1)

Y = (>',,72 '"') corresponds to a state of the system (Le. a point in phase space Sy.

F(Y) is a vector field (a non-linear operator acting on points e S ^

Now the solution at any time t ,

<f>(t) is a one parameter famify of maps of Phase Space -••itself.

Solution to all possible inittar vakies =ft~tS (flow of points § S).

Remarks: Initially, the dimension of the set <f>tS = dimension of S itself. However, with
evolution, the flow contracts on to sets of lower dimensional attractor.

We next assume that the attractor exists within a smooth manifold M, [dimension M <
dimension S].

The fact that the system has a fewer degrees of freedom on the attractor implies the
system requires less information to specify its state. Typically, a self-organization
phenomena dynamics controlled by few parameters operates in such cases. For example,
fluid dynamics with its partial differential equation description requires its phase space
dimension S to be ~ oo initially, which in the asymptotic limit decreases considerably.

Complete solution of system Eq.(8.1) corresponds to a complete knowledge of the
family </>t, a rather difficult problem.

Poincare's Approach amounts to extracting qualitative information about dynamics
which is already available in the geometrical representation of the dynamics : fhe
phase portraits.

It is worth noting here that a comparison /classification of such Phase Portraits can be
made using "Equivalence relations between differential equations'^2' of the dynamics.

Some Oefinitipns

Figure 8.1 : Equivalence of two vector fields F and G
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Two Cr vector fields F. and G are Ck equivalent [k £ r] if there exists A C*

drffeomorphism O which takes orbits tf> of F to orbits ^ , {<P(^ of G so as to

preserve their orientation [but not necessarily their parametrization in time].

<J> is an invertible [possibly nonlinear] change of co-ordinates which may distort the
flow but will do it smoothly so as to maintain the order in which points on the
trajectory are visited.

Case 1: A=0, <t>: Homeomorphism [continuous one-to-one both ways} Topologjcal
Equivalence

Case 2: k > 1, O : Diffeomorphism [continuous one-to-one both ways f smoothness
on <£> J; Differential Equivalence.

Topological Equivalence

[1J preserves information about the existence and stability properties of fixed points,
closed orbits and limit sets.

[2J It does not preserve information about ratios of the eigenvalues associated
with linearization of flows about the fixed points (it fails to distinguish between Nodes
and Foci)

Differential Equivalence preserves the ratios of eigenvalues.

Remarks:

* Solutions of differential equations can be classified on the basis of their
Topological/Differential Equivalences.

* Members of the same equivalence class follow the same qualitative dynamics.

^ Dynamical Systems in Phase Spaces may possess different dimensions initially.
However, their asymptotic dynamics may be confined to Attracting Manifolds of the
same Dimensionality. Such systems belong to the same Equivalence Class.

* This concept is useful in Qualitative Dynamics of Experimental Systems.
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embedding
diffeomorphism

Figure 8.2 : Embedding a manl fold into a Euclidean Space with time series data using Takens' recipe

The above mentioned attribute of dynamical systems motivates us to abstract (take out,
remove) the Low-dimensional Manifold from its high dimensional phase space by
Embedding the manifold in a lower dimensional space.

Mathematically, Embedding is a smooth map O from manifold M contained in § to
a space U such that its image Q^Mfc: U is a smooth sub manifold of V and d> îs a

Diffeomorphism between A-sTand"

Embedding ofM in U is a realization ofM as a submanifold in U.

Thus 0 establishes a Differential Equivalence Relation between Mand"

8.3 EMBEDDING THEOREM IN EUCLIDEAN SPACES

Whitney's Theorem :

A smooth (C2 j m-dimensional manifold {compact and Hausdorff) may be embedded in

Packard and Takens exploited this theorem to develop techniques for phase space
portraits from the measurement of a single component time series.

Takens applied this technique to flows: physical processes continuous in time.
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Takem Theorem:

M be a compact manifold of dimension m. For pairs (F,v), F a smooth (C2) vector

field and v, a smooth function on M, it is a generic property that

defined by

is an embedding.
Where #, is the flow of F

and v(y) = real value of a measurement made on the system given by y e M.

Embedding s DifFeomorphism &: M ><$>,, v(My:

Note, the time series measurement on the system s v,, v2, • • •, vt, vt 4,

Note, sampling interval need not s the arbitrary interval used in theorem. Jhis
technique is called method of Delays.

*fc Space containing the image of &F v rstbe-ernbedtlmg space amtits dbnenston i% the

Embedding dimension'«'.

Note, n = 2m + \ [because the dimension of M is not known a prioriJ.

Of course we do assume n ;> 2/w +1 / Whitney's condition J.

The vector X, = O ^ { ^

These are n components
e.g. if ,/=], we have

fn,^- window s n elements of the time series are visible

J = 1 s consecutive elements
./ > 1 = there is an interval of J sample times between each

visible element
There are N vectors e R".
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8.4 CHOICE OF TIME DELAY r

Following the theorems of Mane and Takens, for an infinite amount of noise free cjata
one can arbitrarily choose the time delay r . However, experimental data has a marked
effect on the quality of reconstruction of phase space portraits depending on the choice
of r .

For small r "s, x(t) and x(t + r) are very close to each other numerically and

therefore fail to qualify as independent variables. For larger values of r , *(/)

and x(t + r) become completely independent of each other (and sensitivity to initial

condition in chaotic attiactors renders the connection between them randqm).
Therefore a balance between these should be struck to serve as a useful criterion. Thus
r should be large enough to make them independent but not so large as to rqake
them statistically independent. Usually a uniformly spaced data in time is used. However,
techniques of handling nonuniformly spaced data are also available.

There are basically three approaches for choosing time delay r :

[1] Auto-correlation function: Cor( r )

If the auto-correlation function happens to have zero crossing then the corresponding
value of r is chosen as the delay time. If not, the time corresponding to the first local
minimum of Cor( r ) is taken as the relevant delay time. The auto-correlation is only a
linear measure of the independence, between the. coordinates xlfy and" x(t f r)

[2] Average Mutual Information:

Now in reality the coordinates are related through a nonlinear process. On these
grounds Fraser and Swinney22 suggested an alternate approach of finding a time
delay parameter r . They introduced a quantity called Mutual Information, whicrt is
a measure of information (predictability) that x(t) can provide about x(t + T) . They

identified the time corresponding to the first local minimum of the Average Mutual
Information l{t). ft being a function of both linear and nonlinear dependencies between

the two variables, it seems to be the most appropriate entity to describe a nonlinear
process. This method is based on information theoretic ideas

[3] Generalized Correlation Integral:

Liebert and Schuster23 showed that the. first mjnimiirn of the-logarithm of" the
generalized correlation integral leads to a simple criterion for proper choice of the time
delay r .
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8.5 CHOICE OF EMBEDDING DIMENSION

The main objective of Reconstruction is to find an EucBdean space R* , targe enough
such that the set of points of dimension chA describing the attraetor can be
unfolded unambiguously. The closeness of two points of the set in some dimension 'cT
(say) can be by virtue of the property of the attractor and not because of the small value
of lct in which one observes the attractor.

The value of d must be large enough in order to capture the asymptotic states of
motion in this space. Following the Whitney's theorem in Euclidean space: A smqoth
Cx -m dimensional manifold may be embedded" in R2™*1 in whicrr it is sufficient
to have d > 2dA +1, dA is the dimension associated with the attractor of the system.
Casdgali (1993) showed that d > 2dA is sufficient for delay coordinate embedding.
Sometimes it is enough to have d> 2dA (Eckmann andEiieite24, Abarbanef ) . However
in practice dA is notknowrra- prtorr irr most cases-. Three- approaches cair provide
estimates of'if.

[1] Saturation of system parameter

The essential idea here is that if the attractor is unfolded using a sufficiently la/ge
embedding dimension d, then the invariant properties of the attractor (e.g. Lyapunov
exponent, dimension, entropy etc.) evaluated from the reconstructed trajectory
remains constant on increasing 'cf. Thus there exists a value of dimension d beyond which
all invariant properties of the attractor saturate. The procedure amounts to picking a
value of d and calculating^ one of the invariants of the attractor (e.g. correlation
dimension v)16. Repeating this procedure with increasing value of d until the invariant
saturates This is the most simple and convenient method both to get the dimension of
the embedding space in which the asymptotic dynamics operates and to characterize the
chaotic behaviour. The procedure is outlined below and described in Figure #.3.

I ,

Figure 8.3 : Saturation of Correlation Dimension with Embedding Dimension
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!***<•» »••"

L
•Mtot '

Figure 8.4 : Correlation Dimension for a Reconstructed Loreriz System for Embedding Dimension : 2-7

Prescription for Reconstruction of State Space:

O Measure a single time series : v(t)
© To reconstruct the System's dynamics

(a) choose a delay time ' r '
(b) for a given value o f n' : construct a vector X(t) by forming time delayed copies

of v:

N= number of data points

n = embedding dimension is a point in n dimensional phase space evolving

wi th / ( r fixed)

® Measure the Correlation dimension V by forming the following correlation syms:

C(r) = H m [ i / # 2 { N u m b e r o f p a i r s ( i j ) s . t \ x t - X } \ ^

Scaling law : C(r) - Arv ,

Increase N until convergence.

Note scaling law is valid over intermediate regions where

r< size of the object

and > the smallest spacing between points.

v = slope of log C(r) v/s tog.n.

© To arrive at the correct embedding dimension '«'.
(a) measured correlation dimension cannot be greater than'«'.
(b) as n increases, n increases until it saturates [this is referred as the saturation of

an invariant].
(c) the minimum value of '« ' beyond which saturation of n takes place is the

embedding dimension for the unknown experimental dynamical system.
® To distinguish between Deterministic chaos and Random noise.
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(a) If the curve bends and saturates one gets the dimension of the experimental phase
space.

(b) If the curve keeps on growing with '«', the system dynamics is random.
(c) to construct n in noise infected experimental cases:

Here the basic idea is that deterministic motion occurs on a strange attractor.
Existence of noise does not spoil the fractal structure, it only brings in fuzziness
on length scales less than the noise strength.

If the attractor is in »-dimensional phase space, the noisy trajectory will be space
filling on length scales <, the noise strength and 0f) scales as rK , n Being Jhe
dimension of the phase space. We have a knee (a break) dividing the curve into two parts.
Above the knee we get a linear curve with slope V . Below the knee we get lines with
slope increasing with the embedding dimension . Thus the' region below the knee
corresponds to noisy scales in the dynamics. Position of the bend corresponds to noise
level in the system.

[2] Singular Value Analysis:

Broomhead and King18, Broomhead and Jones25 used" Singular Value System
Approach to develop phase space reconstruction ( based on the Karhuven-
Loeve Theorem). This technique essentially takes into account noises /errors that arise
due to finite sampling of data. This therefore becomes useful for experimental situations.

The essential idea in this approach : the mean square distance between points on the
reconstructed attractor should be maximized.

Time series measurement on the system gives the sampled Experimental data:

We use the method of delays

Define the vector X,. - [v. /vw,-">

These are '«' components of the vector
e.g. if J=\

In (n,J)-\\'r.M.] >w it elements of the time series are visible. Thus,
J --= 1 = consecutive elements
J = 2 = there is an interval of J sample times between each visible element.

Next we consider for a (n, window) i.e. J = 1 case
There are N vectors e R"
=>{X. e/f"j/ = l,2,.-,JVJ , N =[Nx-(n-\)\ vectors
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NT = Totat number of Data points.

Each of these A7 vectors have '«' components v, .

These A' vectors are used to construct a [N x n] Trajectory matrix X

X - v r v r

A av.» A 2
av]

Our aim is to calculate the dimension of the subspace of R" which accommodates
the reconstructed attractor. For this we have to find the number of linearly
independent

vectors which can be obtained from the vectors (X, - X w ) in the space /f* .WeJiave

where the e,r 's constitute the standard basis in R* and" they form the columns of an
N x N identity matrix. •

Now the rows of X consist of embedded points.

X = -- N~l/2 Vn+1

'A/ + I

The trajectory matrix X and its transpose XT are linear maps between spHCBS R"

and RN . The triplet \X,R",RN J- can be analysed using a singular value formalism.

Broomhead and King18 formulated the embedding procedures in tfie language of
signal processing theory.

* Singular system analysis as applied to the reconstruction of state space attraqtor
provides an alternative approach for selecting embedding parameters. A simple
algorithm for finding a linear change of coordinates results from their consideration
which gives the best plot of the attractor.

A vector S r zRN is given by S r =

Now

=>A vector GRN gives rise to a linear combination of the vectors or points on the
trajectory.
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Suppose we have a set of vectors bt e R*1 which" results in linearly

independent vectors ci e/?" (/ = l,2,-",») which are (say) orthonormaf also, ihen

bf = atf
where a, : Real constants which fix the normalization of the c. 's.
On transposing

This equation can be solved "by determining the eigenvectors of the (jV x n) matrix

XXT i.e.

where erf are the singular values of the structure matrix XX1. This equation admits
at most V of the<r,'s to be non-zero. Therefore the rank of XXT < « . One can
also prove that the following eigenvalue equation exists for the so-called Covariance
matrix XTX:

XTXct =
J

where
i=r i-t

Which clearly shows that the eigenvalues for both the matrices are same. However the
Covariance matrix XTX is a (jixn) real non-negative definite matrix and therefore

the eigenvalues a) are non-negative definite. They also satisfy the condition:

Remarks:
:¥Xcj 's is the set of projeefaoiTS'trf-the points of- the- attractoronta t̂ .

^a( can be interpreted as the-meatrsqtrare-raitres-of the-projecttott of the-attractof on

the orthonormaT set {ct j .

* The set {c.ov} can be viewed as the principaT axes of an n-dimensionaTellipse

which on the average describes the bounds of the attractor.
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Therefore the c, cs provide- the- necessary- coordinates for- plotting the attra^tor.
Coordinate transformations: Xxcl,X

Ici,---,X
Icn describe the"attractoi picture3vith

the directions of greatest span of the attractor lined up with the axes of the coordinate
system.

Practically, it is very convenient to- find- the- etgenvaktes and-eigenvectors ct 'soothe

equation [Sc, = cr,2c,l, because S is a men matrix with the embedding dimension ' « " ,

usually small.

One can then use the above approach to find the delay time and the embeddling.
dimension following the suggestions of Broomhead andKintf8. Given a time rmw =

the period of the highest frequency present in the signal, one chooses a delay time
*rt and the embedding dimension-'/?2 stteh-thtrt-

Now choose n with the consideration that as an attractor is placed in higher and higher
dimensional spaces it will require the same number of basis vectors for the w-ellips.oid
that describes it. As n is initially increased new eigenvalues will appear as the
attractor reveals its intrinsic structure.

Now once n is large enough, the set of eigenvalues describing the attractor will not
change and the new eigenvalues which appear will be smaller either due to noise from
experimental data or from numerical eigenvalue routines.

Some Remarks:

In an ideal situation (no noise) the number of eigenvalues" a) of the covariance

matrix gives the dimension of the subspace containing the embedded attracjor.
Also the vector c,'s corresponding to ntm^zero-eigenvalues span-the-embedding
subspace. Obtaining a set of basis vectors using the covariance matrix is essentially the
approach of Karhuven-Loeve used in signal processing.

However, if the data were noisy, the noise variance •(<?•* I will shift every singular value

ol by a,t . Noise thus makes-att the- singular eigenvalues of H non-zero; Netse will

dominate any eigenvector q whose-smgtrfaf vakte— an . Henee sueh-veetofs rrmst, be

discarded- This implies reduction of the embedding dimension from n to d = (n-m), m
being the number of singular vakies comparable-to a „ ,

Thus a partitioning of S results which amounts to partitioning of the Embedding space
into d-dimensional deterministic subspace and its orthogonal component of dimension
m (a noise dominated subspace of dimension n-d). All qualitative information about the
dynamical system is contained in that part of X confined to deterministic subspace.

Illustrative example:
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Broomhead found that the noise subspace dimension 'w' increases as rm = nx

increases. To limit the size of m one selects Ta = T^ =2ft(6)*, eo* being tbe-faand

limiting frequency.

Lorenz system: choose t = .009, r^ = .063 and say n j= 7

Calculation of singular values of the covariant matrix E = XTX and rtre corresponding^
eigenvectors c, 's.

_̂ __.

Figure 8.5 : normalized singular spectrum log(ai /£OJ) v/s i

$••.

Figure 8.6 : First Three Singular Vectors c-i, c2 & C3

The spectrum indicates two parts:

O Corresponds to the deterministic component of the data.

© Shows a noise floor which can be distinguished from the first in terms of magnitude

and flatness.

The results suggest that the dynamics is atmost confined to a four dimensional subspace
of the embedding seven dimensional space.

[3] False Nearest Neighbours:
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Man always attempts to look at things in perspective. This gives him a totality of view
and conveys maximum possible information about an object or situation he is
confronted with. This is essentially the message conveyed when we adopt the method of
false nearest neighbours in identifying the optimum dimensional embedding space.
Here we find an embedding space of dimension d in which all false crossings of the orbit
with itself (occurring out of the projections onto a low dimensional space) are eliminated.
For large d distant points in the original state space come closer in the reconstructed
state space.

Now to identify these neighbours, one has to check whether these two states are
neighbours because of the intrinsic dynamics or because of the projection onto low
dimensional space. The procedure amounts to determining neighbours in increasing
embedding dimension until one totally eliminates these false neighbours. The latest
value of d constitutes the required embedding dimension. Kennel, Brown gnd
Abarbanel26 have proposed algorithms to calculate the nearest neighbours amongst
the Appoints.

The method can be outlined as follows:

Consider time advanced variables : v(f +nr)",. n = tZ,:--,d and: i = kxs r. T,S is the

sampling time.

Delay coordinate vectors:

The space constructed by using the-vectors Xn 's~is the-Reconstructed sfate
space.

In 'd" dimensions let the reconstructed- vector Xn havethe-rtearest neighbour denoted
by the vector:

Now the Euclidean distance Rn\d) between Xn and X~B is

Note the distance is assumed to be small.

In dimension (d+1), the distance between these two points become:
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Now vn and vn are false neighbours in'"if dimensionaT phase space if ^ ( * / + ] ) is
large compared to Rn(d). To ascertain this one selects a threshold RT and check
whether the two neighbours vn and- vn arer 'fahr nearest neighbours' on not
depending on whether the following criterion is satisfied or not:

Vn+kd Vn+kd

A typical value of RT suggested by works of Abarbanei; Brown, Stdorowic
Tsimring6 belongs to the range

The analysis amounts to calculation of percentage of false nearest neighbours a,s a
function of the embedding dimension. The dimension corresponding to complete
elimination of false neighbours gives the complete unfolding of the attractor and
constitutes the required embeddi* g dimension.

The above procedure is adequate for an infinite amount of noise free data. In the
event of noisy environment Abarbanei suggests an additional criterion for identifying
false nearest neighbours (FNJM):

where R\ =— and ^ = -

Note R. isameasureoftrresrze-ofthe-attraeitor.

F
N

Figure 8. 7 : A Plot of Percentage of False Nearest Neighbours (FNN%) vs. Embedding

dimension d
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The method is illustrated using a scalar time series for the Lorenz system operating in the
chaotic regime with parameters o= 16.0, b = 4.0 and r = 45.92. Figure 8.7 is a plot of
percentage of false nearest neighbours (FNN%) verses embedding dimension d. It clearly
shows the elimination of false nearest neighbours beyond d = 3.
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9. APPLICATION ORIENTED ASPECTS OF CHAOS

9.1 CHEMICAL CHAOS

There are a number of processes in chemistry and chemical physics which can be
modeled nonlinearly. Chemical reaction (chemical kinetics) form a major class of such
problems. Here is an example in chemical reaction which has been a prototype for
chaotic behaviour. The Belousov-Zhabotimki (BZ) reaction has been known by
chemists It exhibits periodic-to-chaotic transitions where the reactants fluctuate in time
and space The recipe for such a reaction consists of Cerium Sulprjate
[O?2(,V(?4)3], Potassium Bromate [ O r O j and Malonic acid , dissolved in Sulphuric

Acid [//2J>W4] The state space admits three dimensions corresponding to the

concentrations of HBrO2 , Br' and Ce + . With the stirred flow, the concentration of

1fluctuates chaotically beyond a critical flow rate. Equilibrating situation can

be avoided by high flow rate (s= reduction in residence time of the reactants in the
reactor). Colouring reagent - ferroin is used to monitor the fluctuation in terms of
colour change (blue-red-blue). This simple phenomenon of chemical chaos speaks a lot
about the role it can play in biological clocks {e.g. beating of heart, and other
rhythmic activities of life and natural phenomena). This example is a clear indication, of
its self-organizational capability of a system when kept away from equilibrium. Chaos
thus exhibits one of the facets of synergetic systems.

We have singled out these two examples , the Chua's circuit and Nonlinear BWR model
for our discussion as an application of Nonlinear dynamical methods. Control and
Synchronization of Chaos which forms front-line areas for the present, will be addressed in
a separate report. Only preliminary ideas and concepts are talked about in this work.

9.2 CHAOS IN SIMPLE CIRCUITS

Leon Chua has been a pioneering figure in identifying chaos in circuits. He realised
that the piecewise linearity of a system can equally well contribute to complex chaotic
behaviour. Employing such characteristics of certain circuit elements like negative
resistance he built circuits and demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally the
varied behaviours of nonlinear dynamics. In recent times two new aspects have emerged in
the context of these chaotic circuits : The Controtof chaos3527 and Synchronization of
chaos528. These are the spin offs from chaotic studies and wilt provide ways and
means to avoid as well as exploit chaos. In this report we have reviewed the Chua's
circuit39 dynamics using our software. We are also attempting to collaborate with
Electronics Division to build such circuits to exhibit the dynamics experimentally.
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9.3 NONLINEAR DYNAMICS OF CIRCUITS

Normally, an electrical engineer employs linear analysis whilst dealing with circuits
attributes the behaviour of a nonlinear circuit to a distortion of a linear one. The
consequences of nonlinearity are observed in terms of distorted signals, harmpnic
generations etc.. The approach adopted is linearize and analyze in such circumstances.
Essentially he assumes weak nonlinearity in circuits. However, it is difficult to define the
demarcation line between what is strong or weak nonlinearity. Manifestation of strong
nonlinearity leads to completely irregular behaviour even in simple circuits with nonlinear
elements with perfectly regular characteristics. Until recently, this behaviour was branded
as external noise. With the advent of chaotic phenomenon, the electrical/electro,nic
engineering community realized the possibility and importance of this irregular behaviour.
Leon Chua has done pioneering wor!c?a in identifying nonlinear behaviour from circuits.
From simple circuits he has been able to prove , both experimentally, numerically and
analytically, almost all the attributes/features of chaotic systems.

Chua's Oscillator Circuit Consists of:
[1] A linear Inductor L with a series resistance Ro.
[2] A linear resistor R (Conductance G=I/R)
[3] Two Linear Capacitors Ci and C2.
[4] A Nonlinear Resistor NR called Chua's Diode.

Chua's diode has three-segment piece-wise linear Driving-Point Characteristics.
Following figure highlights the features of Chua's circuit.

c ;

Figure 9.1 : (a) D-P characteristics of a Linear resistor R (b) D-P characteristics of Chua's diode

R

LI
M C2=

Ro|

+ +

_ _

T-.

= Ci VR1f
NR

Figure 9.2 : Chua's Circuit
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# Necessary conditions for chaos in Autonomous Electronic circuits:
A dynamical system described by two autonomous first order differential equations pan

exhibit:
[a] A D-C steady state solution

or [b] A Periodic steady state solution.
Note, however, a third variable is necessary to exhibit a more complex steady s}ate

solution.
We are aware of the fact that in principle, a linear circuit can exhibit quasi-periodic

motion. However, the underlying stretching and folding mechanism for generating chaos
requires a nonlinearity. Therefore, from the point of view of circuit dynamics, following
conditions are required:

[1| To exhibit chaos, an autonomous electronic circuit consisting of resistors, capacitors
and inductors must contain at least one locally active resistor, one nonlinear element and
three-energy storage elements. Physically, this means: The active resistor supplies energy
to separate trajectories; the nonlinearity provides folding and the three-dimensional state
space allows for persistent stretching and folding in a bounded region of the state space
without violating the non-crossing property of trajectories:

Chua's circuit /oscillator is described in terms of the following equations / Figure %2].
It may be noted here that we get Chtia?s circuit when- R^ F= 0.

^ - L - — (V -VX--
dt ~C , 2 r C

where,

f{Vl{) P GbV, + 1 <G. - Gb W* + t:\-\V, - £11 (9S3.4)

is the three-segment piece-wise linear Driving point characteristic of Chua's diode. The
above equations can be simulated on a computer to observe the dynamics. It is convenient
to reduce the above equations to dimensionless form given by:

- = o O , - x - / ( ^ (9.3.5)

^ = x- -z. C9 3 6)
dt
dr

(9,3.7)

where / ( x ) = J a r , for(x|<l (9.3.8)
bx + a-b; forx>l
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Here a and /? are dimensionless parameters.
Chua's circuit [y = 0 in the above equations] can be easily built using discrete

components. One of the major advantages offered by Chua's oscillator is that the
equations model the dynamical behaviour of the physical system quite accurately. Thus, by
varying the parameters a,fi,y,a and b of Chua's oscillator one can study the nonlinear

characteristics like Bifurcations, Self-similarities and Chaos. Figure 9.3 exhibits a
chaotic attractor for certain values of parameters

Figure 9.3 : Chua's Double-schroll Chaotic Attractor

Chua's circuit has been taken up as a paradigm for discussing nonlinear dynamics in
circuit theory. A number of variants of this circuit exist and a number of application
oriented phenomena like Chaos control and Chaotic Synchronization have been
discussed in literature.

We will consider these issues in a separate report highlighting the role of chaos and
its application in Electronic circuits.

9.4 CHAOS IN NUCLEAR SYSTEMS

Reactor dynamics constitutes a coupling between the neutronics and the thermal
hydraulics parts of a reactor system. In principle this system being nonlinear because, of
the multiplicative coupling between reactivity and neutron flux, can admit equilibrium
points which can take the reactor off the critical point into the nonlinear regime of
operation. As a function of parameters (depending on say heat transfer and/or void
coefficient) the reactor may go onto limit cycle operation. However, literatureiAJ7Mi*has
shown that limit cycle operations in no way has affected the integrity of the reactor
in terms of fuel performance, and maintenance of various critical ratios, etc. The
reactor can be studied with due consideration being given to delayed neutrons, xe/ion
buildup etc. The nonlinear working was tested~by a group in Vermont Yankee reactor31 by
employing stability tests by adjusting the flows. Economics of nonlinearly operating
reactors were also considered by the group. We have simulated some of the above
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lumped parameter models of March-Leuba et af^34 to obtain limit cycle and" chaotic
behaviours using our programs in terms of trajectory and phase space plots.

9.5 NONLINEAR DYNAMICS OF A NUCLEAR REACTOR

When in operation, a nuclear reactor has to be under constant surveillance. A number of
issues are of concern in this connection. Following aspects assume importance.

* Necessity of information on the plant characteristics over a wide range of operations.
* Knowledge of basic dynamical processes taking place or likely to take place under

different operating situations.
* Stability investigation becomes a major issue in Nuclear Reactor operation.
* Validity of models for particular operating condition, necessity of stretching them

beyond the present requirement in view of new paradigms and concepts.
* Proper experimental facilities to mimic various situations under wide range of

operations.

Available literature focuses on the dynamics of BWR reactor. BWR 's behave as liwear
systems under normal operating conditions. Certain nuclear installations built up facilities
to perturb the reactor from its normal operation. These are referred to as Stability
Tests3'32. The tests have indicated" the susceptibility ofBWR*s to reactivity instabilities
when operated at low flow conditions. The instabilities manifested as limit cycles in the
measured signal . Limit cycles clearly suggest a transition from a linear regime [normal
operation] to a nonlinear operating regime [unstable operation in the linear sense].

Since safety is a stringent issue in nuclear systems there is enough motivation to
investigate into such regimes. An analytical, physical understanding of this regime is very
much relevant to the commercial operation of BWR plants at low flow conditions. The
essential argument here is whether a reactor can be operated beyond its normal Critical
state and how much one can stretch these limits without sacrificing the fuel integrity and
other permissible limits. With this safety related considerations studies pertaining to
instabilities were started. The scientists, however chose novel nonlinear dynamical
approaches.

Dynamical processes affecting BWR reactivity stability:

# In BWR , Water [ H2O ] actr asmoderator/cooiant.
# Under normal operating conditions , the density reactivity and Doppler reactivity

coefficients are negative thereby implying stable Reactor power , without invoking
control systems. However, systems with negative feedbacks are susceptible to instabilities
if the feedback gain or phase lag is increased beyond a critical value.

A reactivity instability manifests itself as a diverging power oscillation and this has been
observed during stability tests.

* BWR's are most susceptible to reactivity instabilities when operated at low flow and
high power level.
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The control of reactivity instabilities is an important requirement. As a matter of fact this
is necessary to satisfy the Nuclear Regulatory Standards in United States..

Main nonlinear processes in BWR's

# A well defined nonlinearity is associated with the neutron field. In a point kinetics
representation of the neutron field we have a term which is nonlinear because of the
inherent reactivity feedback, p depending on n.

# The reactivity feedback leads to additional nonlinearities., because the cross-sections
and the associated reactivity coefficients are nonlinear functions of temperature ^nd
moderator density.

# The fuel heat conduction equation is nonlinear because the heat conductance, density
and heat capacity of the fuel depends on the temperature.
# The fluid energy and momentum conservation equations are also nonlinear.
# There are also nonlinearities in the dynamics of the recirculation loop.

Remarks: The above nonlinearities have little or no effect on reactor stability under
normal perturbations from steady state operating conditions. However, they become
dominant factors for reactor dynamics beyond the linear stability regime.

Motivation for nonlinear studies

A phenomenological model to simulate the qualitative behaviour of BWR's in the
nonlinear regime under deterministic and stochastic excitations was considered by March-
Leuba et al3334. Two kinds of instabilities^ were observed.

In-phase Instabilities:

Here the neutron flux and power distribution oscillates in phase throughout the reactor.

Out-of-phase Instabilities:

Here the reactor power itself establishes as a self sustained oscillation of large amplitude
in which half the core increases power while the other half decreases power.

Remarks: In phase oscillations are related to the nonlinear properties of BWR dynamics.
They arise due to dynamic coupling between neutron kinetics and thermodynamics via
void reactivity feedback as the main responsible mechanism.

Out-of-phase oscillations are produced by the excitation of core flux harmonics.
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In the linear regime the stability of the system used to be quantified in terms of an
asymptotic Decay Ratio36 fit is the ratio of two consecutive amplitudes in the system's
impulse response]. However, in the nonlinear regime ,the asymptotic decay ratio turns out
to be unity (due to the appearance of a limit cycle, for which consecutive amplitudes do
not change) and remains constant throughout.

Thus Decay ratio is not a good descriptor or signature of a reactor's dynamical state in
nonlinear regime. This has motivated to consider alternate descriptors from the nonlinear
dynamics point of view. The amplitude of the limit cycle oscillation is one such entity.

We next discuss March-Leuba 's model and look into the nonlinear dynamic behaviour in
terms of trajectories and phase space plots.

This model is a prototype for understanding Nonlinear BWR dynamics. It comprises of
essential processes that control the dynamics. It is a simple point kinetics representation
of reactor kinetics, a one mode representation of the heat transfer process in the fuel and
a two-mode representation of the fuel channel thermal hydraulics which accounts for void
reactivity feedback. Following equations model the reactor system:

^^y

where,
n(t) : excess neutron density normalized to the steady state neutron densjty :

[}T=(N-NO)>'NQ], with a steady state neutron density = No
c(t) : excess delayed neutron precursor concentration (normalized to the steady sjate

neutron density).
T(t) : excess average fuel temperature
/? : delayed neutron fraction
a : neutron generation time

Pa (0 : excess void reactivity feedback

p(t): Total reactivity

X : delayed neutron precursor decay constant.
D : Doppler coefficient of reactivity.

Following the requirements of Dynamical systems theory, Eq. (9.5.4) is split into the
following two first order equations:
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dt
The state variables can be expressed as a vector : X = fn(i),c(t), T(t),pa(t),S(t)J.

Here the nonlinearity manifests itself through the neutronic equation Eq.9.5.1 via
parametric feedback introduced by reactivity p. k is the feedback coefficient.

This parameter is proportional to the void reactivity coefficient and the fuel heat transfer
coefficient. It controls the gain of the feedback. It defines the linear stability of the reagtor
model.

A number of parameters in the above model of 5 equations were obtained functionally
by fitting the transfer function as calculated by a code called LA PUR of the Vermont
Yankee reactor with operating conditions equivalent to those of stability tests31 .These test
conditions were purposely chosen for Nonlinear studies because a limit cycle was
experimentally observed during the test.

Table 9.1 : Model parameters for Vermont Yankee test 7N

Units
Ks

s"1

kV
K-1

s"1

Note: Oj 's (/ =1 - 4) are all fitted parameters. The value k^k0 in the above table is the
critical value above which the model becomes unstable. By increasing the value of k above
ko, the model can be made unstable and is used to study BWR dynamics in the nonlinear
regime. It has shown very good agreement between experimental limit cycles and the
simulated ones. In extreme situations it exhibits chaotic universalities also.

Dynamical Behaviour of Reactor :

The stability aspects of the reactor can be studied by evaluating the equilibrium points
from the set of Equations (9.5.1, 9.5.2, 9.5.3 & 9.5.6, 9.5.7). The equilibrium states or
the fixed points of these equations are obtained by equating the time derivatives in th,ese
equations to zero. We obtain the following set of equations:

Parameter
a\
a2

a3

a4

h
D
fi
A
A

Value
25.04

0.23"
. 2.25

6.82
-3-.70-X TO4

-2.52 xlO"5

0.0056
0.08
4.00 x 10"5
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{Pae ft'n +*c+pw = 0 (9.5.8)

niict=to (9A5.9>
A
n.-0-^ = 0- (9:5^10)

5,= a (9:5*11)

-a&=* (*5>12)

Remarks: Equations (9.5 8) and (9.5.9) form a Forward Loop corresponding to ppint
kinetics approximation of the neutron field while Equations (9.5.10), (9.5.11) and (9.5.12)
constitute the Feedback Loop.

The above equations for steady state can be expressed as a single equation in neutron
density ne. This admits two solutions ne — fr and n~e —-1. The- former refers to- normal

reactor operating conditions while the latter corresponds to shut down situation fn (N-

Thus the five component equilibrium states are expressed as the vectors:

X, =(0,0,0,0,0)

where
n = - 1 .

Having obtained the equilibrium points of the dynamical system of equations we next
outline the steps for stability analysis of these steady states. The five component vector
can be expressed in terms of a vector equation for time evolution as:

The vector field F^ determines thcrtonlinear evohrtiorr. / r is a parameter [parameter 'k'
in the present problem] which determines the asymptotic motion. The value of// at wh,ich
the asymptotic motion changes is referred to as the Bifurcation point. The fixed points of
the system satisfy:

F,fX(t)J-0: (9-5.14)
For a nonlinear system there are several fixed points. In realistic system like our reactor,

the operation is stabilized around one of the fixed points of interest. This is normally
achieved by slightly perturbing the system around the fixed point of interest. If Xe is such
a fixed point and Xj is the perturbation around it, then Eq. 9.5.13 leads to:

(9.5.15)

which can be Taylor expanded to give:
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where F/a(X) is a Jacobian of F/i(X): At the fixed point Xe, F^(Xe) = a .Neglecting

higher orders of X* [ m22} we get equation:

Condition of stability demands that F//(X,)'has only eigenvalues 6, = 77, + /.£, withtheir

Re(fy<0 (1=1J n) (9.5,18)
where n is the phase-space dimension. In the present case n^5.

Remarks : As long as the system remains close to the fixed point we can use the
linearized form of the equation. Eq. 9.5.17 gives a fairly good approximation of the linear
regime.

In the earlier part of this report we identified a number of bifurcation scenarios. However
in the present context we look up for limit cycle solutions (these were observed in the
Stability test at Vermont Yankee).

Thus, with the changes in the parameter ju a number of fixed points are obtained until
they get unstable leading to a bifurcation. A situation arises when the JacoMan FfEC(Xi)"

admits a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues. Assuming that the rest of the eigenvalues
possess negative real parts we get

81,82 = rr±i%-with-

Now the system with a <0, has linear regime in which the time evolution of Eq. 9.^.13
gives damping oscillation converging to a fixed point.

When the parameter /u of Eq. 9.5.13 passes through a value such that the real parts) of
the complex conjugate eigenvalues just become positive then the stability conditions of
Eq. 9.5.18 are violated. X becomes unstable and the time evolution from the
neighbourhood of Xe develops a growing oscillation. The frequency is determined by /?.
This is referred to as Hopf Bifurcation. This growing oscillation settles into an equilibrium
orbit, becoming periodic and is called a Limit Cycle. With further changes in parameter,
we may encounter another Hopf Bifurcation, which gives another oscillating mode which
makes the system Quasi-periodic. Next Hopf Bifurcation results in three-mode
superposition and so on. In reality, however, higher modes are suppressed because the
coupling of the nonlinear mode tend to destroy the quasi-periodicity ultimately leading to
Chaos. Therefore with the occurrence of the first Hopf bifurcation the system moves away
from the fixed point and linearized approximation breaks down.

Discussion on the Dynamics :

Here we discuss the dynamics of BWR reactor based on March-Leuba's mqdel
mentioned earlier. The parameter k in this model is proportional to the void reactivity
coefficient and the fuel heat transfer coefficient. The parameter k essentially controls the
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gain of the feedback. kois riiecrtttcarvahtcabove- which- the model becomes unstable^ By
increasing the value of k above- k0, the-moddr can-be-nrade-tmstable-and therefbre-ean be
used to study the dynamic behaviour in the nonlinear regime. From the stability criterion
mentioned in the above procedure one can show that the equilibrium point Xj is stable
for k<k0 while the point X2 hr always unstable. For k>kQ, both- the pointy are

unstable!!
Now when the equilibrium point Xi is stable all trajectories spiral towards the point and
this corresponds to normal BWR operation. However, the line n = -1 in phase space is
unstable because the trajectories get repelled from it. This is in sharp contrast to linear
models used in BWR dynamic modeling. Here, in such models, p does not induce
parametric reactivity feedback, thereby implying that the absolute neutron population j;an
be mathematically negative.

As k is increased the linear stability threshold is crossed and the point Xt becomes
unstable thus making the trajectories spiral away from it. Eventually, one ends up with the
conditions of Hopf Bifurcation leading to a limit cycle. It is a periodic bounded solution
of the system, describing a closed trajectory in phase space. This is essentially the outcome
of the nonlinearity in the system. Implications of reactor operating on a nonlinear Ijmit
cycle is the topic of investigation in recent times.

««.«iU

0.01G

B ai

\

Figure 9.4 : Time Trace Plots for the variables in the model equations
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Figure 9.4 shows time trace plots for the variables in the model equations. Following
observations can be made.

{a} The neutron density shows a sequence of periodic pulses of large magnitude.
Between pulses the neutron population remains low and close to the unstable shutdown
equilibrium point (n ~-l).

[b] The fuel temperature rises sharply during neutron pulse and subsequent exponential
decay characterized by the fuel time constant.

[c] The average void fraction shows a slightly deformed sinusoidal behaviour which in
turn define the frequency of the neutron pulses. Pulses appear during the negative cycle of
the void fraction oscillation.

Some remarks: The relative timings of neutron, temperature and void fraction pujses
clearly imply that the void fraction oscillations are responsible for generating the neutron
pulses.

The fuel temperature oscillations follow the neutronic evolution.
The delayed neutron precursor concentration seems to play a minor role in nonlinear

reactor dynamics. However, it determines the width of the neutron pulse [precursors lipiit
the rise and decay rates of neutron density].

Apart from the trajectory plots one can alternatively, describe the limit cycle behaviour in
terms of two-dimensional phase space plots.

(b)

(c)

Figure 9.5 : Two-dimensional phase space plots showing Limit Cycles of periods (a) one (b) two

(c) four & finally chaos in (d).
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[a] n(t) verses T(t) plot indicates that the fuel temperature rises so long as the neutron
density is positive. When the neutron population reaches it minimum, the fuel slowly cools
down. Also, the delay between the time at which the temperature oscillation becomes
negative and the time at which the sharp neutron pulse starts is clearly recognizable.

[bj n(t) verses void fraction plots indicates a strong correlation between neutron density
and void fraction. In the figure , we observe that the width of the limit cycle cannot be
resolved!. The power rises during negative void fraction. Thereafter, the void fraction
increases, producing a negative reactivity effect leading to a fall in neutron density.

In summary, one can say that the void reactivity feedback mechanism leads to a
major contribution to the overall reactor dynamic behaviour in the nonlinear regime.

The discussion above was centred around a limit cycle behaviour a first step in nonlinear
dynamic operation of a BWR. When the parameter k is further increased we may generate
a sequence of limit cycles of higher periodicities leading to one of the routes of chaos
theory, the period doubling route. Figures show the phase space plots indicating the
universal period doubling of Feigenbaum emanating from simple kinetic equations of a
reactor. We also note that for a particular value of k we end up with chaotic behavjour
represented by a scatter of random points in the phase space.

The model has been extended by a number of authors to include effects like Prompt
criticality, Xenon oscillations and fission products.

The nonlinear studies can be extended to overall nuclear systems with its subsystems
equally qualifying for nonlinear behaviour. In literature, the advantages of employing
nonlinear models both from safety and economic considerations have been cited. We may
touch upon these topics in our future studies.

Some comments:

The March-Leuba model of Nonlinear BWR dynamics was used to calculate the
amplitudes of limit cycle oscillation and its effect on the fuel integrity over a wide range of
operating conditions in Vermont Yankee Reactor. The calculations showed that beyond
the linear stability threshold , the reactor's state variables switch over to limit cycle
oscillations. The amplitudes are very sensitive to variations in operating conditions and
could be of large magnitude. This implies large amplitude limit cycle could be a possible
scenario for BWR operation at Low Flew conditions. They also observed that limit cycle
operation has preserved fuel integrity.
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10. PHENOMENOLOGY OF CHAOS AND ITS EXPLOITATION

10.1 INTRODUCTION

Chaotic phenomenon was branded as unrealistic, uncontrollable, unpredictable and
therefore unusable over long periods. This notion being prevalent for quite sometime,
the natural response was to avoid or ignore it. However, being a realistic facet of
every nonlinear system one had to live it, much the same way one has to live with
gravity. Having realized that there is no way to escape from such nonlinear grounds, the
best way was to think gravely on the issue of exploiting the phenomenology. Recently
The works ofE.Ott et a? and W. L. Ditto andL. M. Pecora5 demonstrated that chaos is
manageable, exploitable and invaluable also. Soon a number of application oriented issues
followed which used the very inherent nature of chaotic behaviour itself (the chaotic
regime of the system). Two main off-shoots from these studies were

[1] Control of Chaos

and [2] Synchronization of Chaos.

These resulted in practical innovations in many scientific applications of utmost
importance. Some of them may be outlined as follows:

Chaotic dynamics was considered to :

[a] To improve the performance of lasers through increase in powers.

[b] To control oscillators in chemical reactions.

[c] To synchronize the output of electronic circuits.

[d] To I the erratic rhythms of unhealthy animal hearts.

[e] To encode electronic messages for Secure Communications.

What makes Chaos so useful?

The answer lies in its phenomenology.

* Extreme sensitivity to initial conditions: the hallmark of Chaos.

It is this property which forms the basis for controlling chaos. A careful choice of tiny
perturbations can stabilize virtually any of the unstable periodic orbits that make up the
chaotic regime.

^Ergodicity.

This is another property which is particularly useful to control a chaotic system. By
virtue of this property, most points of interest are eventually visited during the system
evolution.
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•Chaotic trajectories are not random.

However, they are choosy in their wanderings and a chaotic attractor seems to be the
holy grail of a nonlinear system. The fractal attractor thus becomes a defining character of
such systems.

•Chaos : Unpredictable but Deterministic:

Two nearly identical chaotic systems driven by the same signal will produce the same
output. Following Pecora and Carroll37 one can build a chaotic system such that its
parts can act in perfect Synchronization.

We know that isolated chaotic systems cannot synchronize /since two chaotic
(virtually) identical but separate], will go out of step because of exponential separation
of trajectories. However, it is possible to have the parts of a system so adjusted that they
exhibit identical chaotic behaviours. When these parts are placed far apart we can have
synchronized chaos for secure communication. With some technical details such
systems can be built as electronic circuits.

An important aspect in this context is the fact that the parts of a chaotic system must be
stable if they are to synchronized. However, this does not restrict the entire system
to be non chaotic.

Thus, if two similar stable parts are driven by the same chaotic signal, they will bpth
exhibit chaotic behaviour. However, they will suppress (and not amplify) any difference
between them. This is the concept of Synchronized Chaos.

This has been a well demonstrated phenomena by Carroll38.

We next give a brief account on Control of Chaos and Synchronization of Chaos usjng
simple examples.

Control of CHAOS

We next take up the concept of Control of chaos and its possible manifestation in
realistic problems. Shinbrot et a?1 demonstrated that smalt time dependent changes in the
control parameter of a system can convert the chaotic motion on a strange attractor in^o a
periodic motion. The essential idea that makes this possible is the fact that:

# The chaotic motion on a strange attractor can be considered as a transition of the
trajectory between different unstable periodic orbits. One can comprehend this from the
period doubling route of Feigenbaum (encountered in Logistic Map).

# Here, cycles of different lengths sequentially get unstable as the parameter, say V is
increased.

# At the point of accumulation ' / •« , ' , there are an infinite long cycles and in the chaotic
regime: r>rK ,the trajectories essentially move between different unstable cycles.
Instability forces them to get away from the periodic point. Figure JO. I , clearly indicates
schematically the generation of unstable periodic orbits.
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Figure 10.1 : A sequence of unstable periodic orbits indicated by dotted curves

The essential idea involved in control of chaos is to identify one of these unstable
periodicities and stabilize it. .

Stabilization of unstable Periodic orbit:

Figure 10.2 : (a) Unstable Fixed Point for r = 3.78 (b) Stabilization of the fixed point in one iteration.

The above logistic map diagrams enables us to understand the phenomenon of
stabilization. The fixed point of the map at r = 3.78 is unstable and therefore the
trajectory ensuing from x0 get repelled from it. Now a little change of the control
parameter r defines another map (dotted one) which sends x0 after the next time step or
iteration back into the fixed point. In the figure we have the fixed point x* becoming
unstable as \f(x*)\>7. The point x0 will move away from x*. However, on changing the
parameter r by 8r such that the parabola becomes steeper in shape we can choose we
can make x0 fall immediately after one iteration onto the unstable fixed point x*. Next we
put 8r =0. The system becomes locked on to the unstable fixed point and there is no
chaos. Thus it is possible to trap a desired orbit out of infinite choices.

Computation of the necessary change '5r' for stabilization:
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On linearizing the map

we get

With changes in V i.e. r -> (r+Sr) we-get an-additional contributiorrtm^.

xn+l = f(x

Neglecting the contribution of orders : (<!&:„ )2,(<3rn)
z , ( <ScB̂ ?"n ) and using the feet that

f(x*)=x* , the above equation becomes:

Next, our requirement that the system ends up at the (n+l)th iteration on the unstable
fixed point x* i.e. Skn+i =0 gives-the-following expression:

remarks:
# To stabilize the fixed point the change in the control parameter must be proportional to

the distance 8xn between the fixed-point and-the-trajectory. This changebeeomes smajl if
the initial separation between the trajectory and the fixed point (X*-XQ) is small enough .
This condition can always be satisfied since the motion of the trajectory on the strange
attractor is ergodic and therefore the trajectory in due course of time approaches every
unstable fixed point arbitrarily closely. Thus, the change &cn can be made arbitrarily small.

In a nutshell, in order to stabilize an unstable fixed point from a chaotic regime we use
the following recipe:

[ 1 ] Localize the fixed point.
[2j Wait until the trajectory comes close to the fixed point.
J3J Change the control parameter in proportion to the distance between the trajectpry

and the fixed point.

Thus once the trajectory comes in the vicinity of a fixed point one can switch on the
change in the control parameter (which is proportional to the distance between the fixed
point and the trajectory). This corresponds to stabilization of a fixed point of period Qne.
This is shown in Figure JO.3.
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Figure 10.3 : Stabilization of a period one and period two fixed point

When we want to stabilize a cycle of say period two, for the logistic map, we have
simply to replace f(x) by f(x) in Equation /0T/ and linearised around one of the-fixed
points off (x,,2)^X1.2*. The procedure is similar to simple fixed point, only, one switches
on the control parameter in even time steps in order to stabilize the correct fixed point Xi *
or X2*. This stabilization of period two fixed point is shown in Figure 10.3 above.

For higher dimensional maps the stabilization is little involved. In this case one has, to
stabilize only the unstable directions [which are given by the eigenvectors of the local
Jacobian matrix which belongs to eigenvalues with modulus >!]. The following figure
indicates the procedure for driving the trajectory onto a stable manifold by small changes
in the control parameter. Once the trajectory, gets on the stable manifold, no inore
changes in the control parameter are required, eventually the trajectory ends up on the
fixed point.

Figure 10.4 : Stabilization of a unstable fixed point in two dimension

[a] The fixed point £-(a-*V'with -its stable and unstable manifold . £„ is the

representative point on the trajectory.
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[b] The said manifolds can be shifted by changing the controfrpaianieter a* tor ccn . The

point £„ moves in the following time- step ontcrthc- stable- manifold to- become th<r$oint

£n+1 which eventually gets attracted to the fixed point under consideration.

Remarks : Chaotic system is an ensemble of unstable periodic orbits . Thus it is possible
to stabilize completely different types of dynamical behaviours depending on our
requirement.

From the foregoing it is clearly obvious that we need know very little about the nonlinear
system to stabilize a fixed point. This makes OGY technique very useful in experimental
situations. Moreover, it is not necessary to know the equations of motion of the system
explicitly. We need only know the location of the fixed points and the local Jacobian.
Using Poincare section technique one can identify different periodic orbits, albeit unstable
from an available scalar time series. Thus relevant information can be extracted from delay
coordinate embeddings and reconstruction dynamics.

10.2 SYNCHRONIZATION OF CHAOTIC SYSTEMS

A large number of physical phenomena can be conveniently modeled by dynamjcal
systems which are driven by external forces. They can be represented by first order
differential equation

^ = f(w,v) (10,2.1)

The vector w has '£' components and vector v has 'w' components and these refer to
external variables.

These external variables are themselves the output of a another dynamical system
referred to as the Drive System and represented by a system of first order differential
equations.

~ = g(^v) (10.2.2)

~ = h(u,v) (10.2.3)

The vector u has 7' components. Equations (10.2.1 - 3) define a total system of
dimension n^k^m\ I. The Equations (10.2.2 & 3) form the Drive system while the system
(10.2.1) forms the Response system.

The behaviour of the response system depends on the behaviour of the drive system.
However, the drive system is in no way perturbed by the response system. It may be noted
that, the variable u is not participating in driving the response system, but the variable v is
the actual variable involved in driving .The behaviour of the driver could be constant,
periodic, quasi-periodic or Chaotic.
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The main motivation here is to consider Drive systems which are chaotic in their
dynamics. Our aim here is to study whether the behaviour of the response system can be
synchronized to that of the drive system.

What is Synchronization?
By this term we mean here that the two systems follow the same trajectory in phase

space. It may be argued here that due to sensitivity to initial conditions, two isolated
chaotic systems cannot synchronize. Two virtually, identical but separate chaotic systems
would quickly get out of step, because any minute difference in the initial conditions
would cause the two trajectories to diverge exponentially with time. However. Pecora and
Carrol?8 realized that a chaotic system coukTbe built in such a way that its parts couM act
in perfect synchrony. Here is a schematic of synchronizing chaotic system:

W

ic)

j n , , response

Figure 10.5 : A schematic diagram of a synchronizing chaotic system

[a] The response system is a duplicate of a part of the drive system.
[b] The response system is driven by the signal that come from the remaining part of the

system.

f\

*-S -r. a

Figure 10.6 : Synchronization of the Drive variable z and the response variable z ' in few cycles of

the drive.
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The key to Synchronization is that the response system is identical to a part of the
drive system and that the response system is stable . The Concept of synchronization can
be identified through a simulation of an extended Lorenz system. The original Lorenz
system of three variables is the drive system while for responses we choose a subsystem
from the same system. Thus, we consider the Lorenz system as the Drive system

dx

-£ = -xz+rx-y {DriveSystem \
dt *

—- = xv-bz
dt '

We choose the Response System as a sub-system with x,z variables from the Drive
system;

dx* , v
-— s a{y -• 4

(ResponseSystem } (lO#.5)
— •-• x'y-'-hz*
dt

The response system is driven by the variable y from the drive system, Pecora and
Carroll*7 showed that the z' variable in the response system converges to the z variable in
the drive system within a few cycles from the beginning. Using our programs we fyave
simulated the same equations and showed the convergence. Our results are shown in the
Figure 10,6,

An important issue here is that the chaotic outputs get synchronized. This has far
reaching consequences in Secure Communication Technology,

It may be remarked here, that we could as well use a subsystem formed out of y and z
variables for our Response System :

dy'
— = -xzt+rx- y
f , oe-.2.6)
dz' ,
— = xy'-bz'
d{.

In this case the Response is driven by the x variable from the Drive system.
However, a sub-system consisting of x and y equations cannot synchronize with the

Driver System. This is precisely because this system is unstable whereas the previous {wo
systems viz; (x,z) and (y,z) are stable!! These facts can be explained in terms of the
Lyapnov Exponents of the full system and those of the subsystems. One puts forth the idea
of conditional Lyapunov exponents. This is a matter of details and will not be discussed
here.
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In a nut shell therefore, a chaotic system has a positive Lyapunov exponent and is
always unstable .However, for synchronization to be effected the parts of a chaotic sysjem
must be stable and have negative Lyapunov exponents.

Thus if two similar stable parts are driven by the same chaotic signal , they will tjoth
exhibit chaotic behaviour . They will suppress and not magnify any difference between
them and contribute towards Synchronized Chaos.

A number of circuits have been built to realize synchronization in communication of
chaotic signals. Our aim is to proceed on these lines by collaborating on experimental
fronts in this field. This matter will be discussed elsewhere in a different forum.
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11. PROSPECTS OF NONLINEAR AND CHAOTIC STUDIES IN BARC

The proliferating nature of this field of dynamical evolutions is in itself a good enough
motivation for taking up studies59 relating to nonlinearity and chaos. Almost every
university and institute abroad is engaged in studies pertaining to the intricacies, of
this field. Therefore it is a worthwhile exercise to pursue this at this centre which has
been catering for multidisciplinary activities of some kind or the other in its pursuij of
power generation. We therefore feel that we take up such studies on a broader footing
rather than keep it restricted at the academic levels and simple systems.

In Chart I we have outlined the role of chaos in perspective. How one can explore the
theory of chaos from the applied point of view as well as from the point of view of
fundamentals and academics. It has come to a point in time where both these aspects
complement each other and both of them are still progressing. The theory has its
mathematical footing in the dynamical systems theory and has rigorous background in
differential topology. The analysis involves solutions of nonlinear equations. There are
still not well defined methods to treat such equations analytically. However,
situations do exist where approximate ones can be obtained. Anyway, on the numerical
front one can exactly solve a number of problems. Another approach which was in
dormant state since Poincare's time ,the so called geometrical approach has gained
grounds. This method along with the availability of computer graphics has produced lot
of new results. The intuition gained through numerical studies has enriched analytical
thinking In essence, with good access to computers the studies in chaos present no
difficult.

Adequate modeling is necessary to understand a phenomenon. One often sacrifices
many a important aspects in the attempt to give an easy mathematically tractable model.
This amounts to tailoring a phenomenon to existing mathematics for want of gpod
looking mathematically elegant solutions. The exactness of solution of nonlinear
systems and its beautiful visual graphics by modern computers has more than
compensated for the elegant representation of approximate analytical solutions.

The applied view of chaos considers the potential of the methods of nonlinear dynamics
and chaos to analyse problems in day to day activity. To extract new modes of
operation in laboratory phenomena and to explain unusual behaviours which could be
an attribute of chaos lurking in the dynamics. This involves modeling a new phenomenon
in a nonlinear setting or investigate already existing nonlinear models in the light of
chaotic behaviour. As discussed earlier in the text, experiments lacking proper models
can also be analyzed through methods in nonlinear investigation by procuring a scalar
time series for any possible observable. Another situation refers to natural
processes. Being highly complex they ought to follow nonlinear dynamics. They are rich
in phenomenology and lot of pathologies may be observed in the evolution. One of
the major advantages of natural/biological/medical/environmental/ecological systems is
that they have evolved sufficiently and in the present they describe the so called
asymptotic state required in the analysis. The transients have long been left behind, In
fact these are the systems qualifying for real analysis as regards their health and
wealth of behaviours. A univariate time series available on such natural physiologies
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may provide means for diagnostics of their pathology if there are any and also define
standards for normal/abnormal behaviours. In human physiology it is now established
that it is the regular patterns (e.g. E.C.G's and E.KG '&' ) which invites abnormality.
This is a clear enough indication that the normal operating dynamics must be chaotic,.

We have indicated in the Chart II a whole lot of activities under different heads (although
disciplines do not matter). A good net work of consultation may materialize because the
problems can be discussed on same footing which will accelerate and proliferate the
activity in BARC.

BIOCHEMICAL
OSOiLATORY
fiEACTONS

STOCttllWRKF
FtUCTOATIONS

Chart I I : Multidisciplinary Areas of Applied Nonlinear Dynamics & Chaos
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tn BARC one encounters a number of problems in Engineering, Physics, Chemistry,
Biology and Bio-medical and some General areas. Engineering Constitutes a la/ge
class of realistic problems which require due consideration for totality of understanding
and analysis. The operational dynamics of every machine must be well understood in
terms of its limitations and safety margins, particularly on power project front. Almost
every branch of engineering will have a number of problems. It's only a question^ of
identifying them. Chaos had its beginning in Meteorology (E. Lorenz) and Physics
(M. Feigenbaum). Nonlinear dynamics had a beginning in Poincare's studies on celestial
mechanics. Chaos was on the verge of being discovered but missed the boat. Presently it
has showed up in all mechanical phenomena, plasma physics, laser physics metalurgy and
surface physics. Many phenomena follow fractal characteristics. Dissipative and
conservative aspects exist in plasma containment physics. Laser, is a highly coherent
phenomenon. It is a far from equilibrium system (following dynamical equilibrium).
However, under high pumping can generate ultra-short pulses which with furjher
pumping can get into chaotic light. Recently lasers can be made to operate very efficiently
on mode frequencies chosen from chaotic regimes using schemes on chaos control.
Following Prof. Haken's view, laser constitutes a major paradigm in the field of
synergetics/nonlinear dynamics and provides lot of analogies for other disciplines. Mjany
problems in cooling and trapping of ions/afoms follow the new dynamics. This activity
can provide lot of information on performance of lasers in different settings. Chemical
reactions/oscillators form an important aspect of chemical kinetics. Nonlinearity in
chemical physics has grown as a subject in itself Studies on chemical oscillations has
promising applications in biomedical sciences, human physiology and chemical industries,
Some activities ean be planned in consultation with the authorities in this field.

There can be no two opinions about the fact that Biology and Bio-medicat
sciences are natural objects for nonlinear investigation. They all lack gpod
models. From the study of complex systems and chaos theory, it has been established
that albeit there are a large number of variables/parameters to describe human
activities, the actual dynamics follow only a few key variables. They run the show. This is
the famous Reductionism Principle operating in Dissipative systems. The
operating/relevant dynamics has long settled down on a possible chaotic attractor which
is supposed to characterize the health and behaviours of the person. Fluctuations in the
nature of this chaotic attractor lead to pathologies. It would be worthwhile to form
diagnostic patterns following such ideas, as investigating the character of the human
attractor in terms of its fractal dimension, Lyapunov exponents etc. Herein comes the
importance of time series and reconstruction dynamics discussed in the text. From the
available charts on say E.C.G's and E.E.G's from the hospital records it may be possible
to devise methods of diagnosing the pathologies. We would like to draw attention of
the authorities towards such investigations. A related field of academic interest
for statisticians could be collection of data on ecology, epidemiology, population
dynamics and investigate for chaotic behaviours. As a matter of fact studies on such data
only, prompted chaos concepts. General time evolutionary areas include earthquakes
(seismic studies).
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Electronics/Electrical circuits is another field where recent concepts of Control and
Synchronization of chaos have been realized. With simple nonlinear elements in the
circuit one can demonstrate the various attributes of chaos. Even piece-wise linear
characteristics of circuit elements are enough to gear the performance into chaptic
regimes. This activity can be easily pursued in Electronics division. We personally feel,
that this work can be assigned as small projects to trainee Engineers/Scientists. Jhis
would provide awareness about this new field to younger generation. Synchronization
of chaos has potential applications in Secure communication. Building chaos based cirquits
one can devise encoding/decoding systems which could be used for security
measures. Studies on Controlling circuits for better performance by selectively
identifying efficient mode from a chaotic regime can be carried out.

As stated earlier Reactor dynamics is an ideal candidate for nonlinear operation
because of the intrinsic nonlinearity creeping through reactivity and power coupling. In
principle every part of reactor system is prone to nonlinear investigation, in view of the
wear and tear resulting in due course of time. From the academic point of view studies
may be undertaken to investigate into the extent of using non linearity in the
modeling from various coupling variables as a function of parameters. Thus reactor
system or plant dynamics as a whole can be a topic of investigation. However, on
a modest manageable level one can make attempts to understand the behaviours of
smaller units. Again in this context time series analysis might be a useful proposition.
Records available on various instalments may be analyzed for possible failures in
future. It is quite possible in a large system that certain subsystems might be getting
into chaotic regimes which in no way may affect the reactor as a whole (because chaos is
a bounded motion). However, the subsystem has to be investigated, because it cquld
be a monitoring system and give wrong indications. Many issues in chaos like mixing,
ergodicity and strange attractors may be the operating paradigms in a complex system of
this kind and therefore demands attention. With consultation and cooperation with
experts some activities might be planned in this direction also.

We have done some preliminary academic studies on the subject of chaos. Lot of
literature survey on the methods of characterizing chaos and the various scenarios
possible prior to attaining chaos. We have developed programs and softwares on
simple systems and validated them on the existing literature. However, lot more
needs to be done. We are in the process of acquiring more codes and develop
programs. With limited resources available to us it is difficult to take up all aspects
simultaneously. Cooperation and involvement of more people might prove to be a
more fruitful venture into this very relevant/useful field Some of the issues like works
on circuits, hospital records, chemical oscillations may be addressed in near future.
Preliminary works may be also suggested in such fields. Finally, we would like to
state, we have only done the beginning with some initial conditions. Let us hope the
trajectory lands us on a chaotic attractor (a highly informative piece of dynamics)
and justify our beginning.
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CONCLUSION

In this report we have presented the phenomenon of chaos and nonlinear dynamics in
a perspective manner. We have avoided details, it is a fairly general exposition on the
novelties of the field. This is more of a qualitative way of looking at the subject. We hpve
brought in some of the relevant / pertinent issues from the point of view of application
oriented research. A few examples / illustration have been worked out using our software
/ programs, developed in this connection. Details of the relevant methods or their
numerics have not been touched upon. We relegate these to future Reports /Notes.
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